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PART 1. ARCHEOLOGICAL SURVEY
1
INTRODUCTION
An archeological survey assessment was undertaken for rerouted
portions of the Wateree-Orangeburg 230 kV transmission line. These
rerouted segments were integrated into an existing 115 kV transmission
line corridor, which was surveyed earlier by Marion Smith (1977) who
located four archeological sites, one of which (38CL29) he recommended
for further testing. The environmental setting and cultural background
for the project area were adequately summarized by Smith (1977:4ff.).
At the request of company representatives, the Institute of Archeology
and Anthropology, University of South Carolina, Columbia, conducted a
survey of the realigned route segments and initiated a testing program
for site 38CL29, which was later expanded to include sites 38CL37 arid
38CL4l located during this survey. The first section of the report
deals with details of the survey phase, while the second section deals
primarily with the testing of these three sites.
A literature and records search in conjunction with a 100% pedes-
trian su~ey was undertaken to identify, document, and assess archeologi-
cal sites which lay within the project right-of-way. This survey was
designed to provide a Phase I assessment concerning archeological re-
source eligibility to the National Register of Historic Places (36 CFR
63). Systematic shovel testing and controlled surface collecting were
implemented to obtain the appropriate data.
The proposed transmission line realignment was surveyed in May of
1980 and includes 11 miles of transmission line corridor (Fig. 1). A
four mile segment was surveyed east of Orangeburg, as was a seven mile
segment located east of St •.Matthews. Approximately equal portions of
wooded and cultivated lands were surveyed in these areas.
The archeological survey recorded 11 archeological sites which in-
cludes six prehistoric components, seven historic components, and three
isolated finds. Six of the seven sites located during the survey will
be directly impacted by the proposed construction. The present study
assesses the archeological significance of these resources and offers
recommendations for lessening potentially adverse impacts on these sites.
Three sites, 38CL29, 38CL37, and 38CL4l, are especially vulnerable to
construction impacts.
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FIGURE 1
Archeological Sites Located on the Proposed
~~ateree-Orangeburg 230 kV Transmission Line.
4
RESEARCH DESIGN: A PREDICTIVE MODEL
The research design for this phase of the proposed Wateree-
Orangeburg 230 kV transmission line centers largely upon the develop-
ment and refinement of a predictive model of site locations. The pri-
mary function of the model at this early stage is to identify those
aspects of the archeological data base that would be most frequently
impacted by construction of transmission lines in the upper and middle
Coastal Plain of South Carolina. A similar locational model was recent-
ly developed and tested, with promising results, in central South
Carolina (Harmon 1980). Many separate stages of testing, comparison,
and refinement are required to ascertain the vaidity of predictive models.
Developing a tentative predictive model as a research design is
a useful way of assimil~ting and expanding the data from previous arche-
ological surveys and studies. Environmental impact studies have often
been criticized for their frequently short-term goals. This model uses
data from-four environmental impact studies (Ferguson 1976, House and
Ballenger 1976, Brooks and Scurry 1978, Harmon 1980) to establish pat-
terns within the archeological record. Predictive models are useful
devices for testing the occurrence of these patterns, which reflect
underlying regularities in the prehistoric and historic cultural systems.
When thoroughly tested, predictive models can begin to assess the
degree of archeological impact which construction will have in a particu-
lar area. This predictive capability increases the effectiveness of
sampling methods, which may be employed where 100% survey coverage is not
feasible, and facilitates early planning toward the lessening of adverse
impacts upon the archeological data base.
A predictive model of site types which will be most frequently
impacted by sewerline construction in central South Carolina (Harmon 1980)
will be used to aid the design of a similar model concerned with trans-
mission line construction. Transmission lines and sewerlines differ in
four major ways, however.
A major distinction between these two forms of construction and
their associated impacts is that sewer1ines are more often built in close
proximity to drainages. Following drainage channels is generally the
most economic method by which free flow gravitational sewerlines can be
installed. Direct impact occurs within the 10 foot maximum width channel
in which the pipe is laid. Other impacts within the 50 foot indirect im-
pact zone occur primarily in the form of equipment access and storage points,
clearing operations and increased erosion, and greater susceptibility of
the archeological materials to amateur artifact collectors.
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Transmission lines will not necessarily follow drainages. Instead,
transmission lines commonly cross drainages of various ranks, since most
transmission lines built in this state link various cities and towns to
one another. For instance, the Wateree-Orangeburg line will run from a
generating stat~on in Orangeburg, past St. Matthews and several smaller
towns, to a generating station on the Congaree River, which is linked to
Columbia. The impact zone of the Wateree-Orangeburg line will be approxi-
mately 100 feet wide. Smith (1977:23) has outlined four transmission line
impacts which are listed in decreasing order of effects to archeological
sites:
(1) the use of power .equipment in the clearing
of woody vegetation, (2) roadbuilding and gen-
eral improvement of access to the resources,
(3) the movement of heavy equipment over arche-
ological sites, and (4) the augering of rela-
tively small holes for the wooden poles ...
In summation, transmission line impact zones are usually wider with
generally shallower subsurface impact areas, than are sewer1ine impact
zones.
An additional distinction between these two construction forms lies
in the differing range of micro-environmental zones affected by the con-
struction. Sewer1ines primarily impact drainages. and their associated
swamps and floodplains. Low1ying terraces and knolls adjacent to these
drainages may be impacted, as well. Transmission lines, such as the
Wateree-Orangeburg line, pass through a much wider range of micro-environ-
ments. The 11 miles of line in the project include five branches of
three major streams and numerous fields and wooded areas located on hill-
tops, ridges, and side slopes.
The greater range of micro-environments which will be encountered
should result in the location of a greater diversity of archeological
site types than were located previously, as the sewer1ine predictive model
was based upon types of sites which were located on a single stream, its
tributaries and associated micro-environments. For example, five of the
nine archaeological sites located in the direct impact zone on Six Mile
Creek were classified as prehistoric habitation sites (Harmon 1980:35).
While this site type is expected to occur in the project area, such a
high percentage should not be encountered. Quite simply, by lessening
coverage of stream channels and their associated micro-environments,
the probability of encountering land forms suitable for prehistoric habi-
tation is also lessened.
The transmission line corridor should be less biased than a sewerline
corridor in terms of obtaining a representative sample of the local adapta-
tion pattern, dependent in large part on the micro-environmental settings.
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In order to test whether a transect corridor, in this case a highway
corridor, was environmentally representative of the South Carolina
Piedmont, Goodyear and others (1978) undertook a vector analysis of
the Laurens-Anderson route. Five variables were selected for testing,
and no significant differences occurred in slope, aspect (sun exposure),
drainage rank, and land form. While transmission line corridors and the
upper and middle Coastal Plain of South Carolina have not been subjected
to the same kind of analysis, the highway study suggests that the trans-
mission line survey may also encounter a representative environmental
sample and, thus, a representative archeological sample.
Prehistoric Sites
1) Habitation sites of all cultural periods may be impacted.
e Archaic and Woodland period habitation sites
will be more frequently impacted on smaller
drainages, such as creeks and streams.
e Paleo-Indian and Mississippian period habita-
tion sites will be more frequently impacted on
larger drainages, such as rivers and associated
tributary streams.
e· Habitation sites will frequently contain buried,
relatively undisturbed cultural deposits.
The Hateree-Orangeburg line will probably'impact prehistoric habi-
tation sites when the line crosses drainages that would have been suitable
for extended habitation by aboriginal groups. A further discussion of
this site type will not be undertaken at this time (see Harmon 1980:20-21).
The following list of attributes should facilitate distinction of this site
type during the survey:
1. Midden staining (will be difficult to identify during
the survey stage).
2. Artifacts suggestive of habitation or sedentary occu-
pation, such as fire-cracked rocks, steatite sherds,
and ceramic sherds.
3. A wide variety of tools and lithic debitage indicative
of maintenance activities, such as flakes of bifacial
retouch, scrapers, abraders, knives, etc.
4. Favorable physiographic locations, i.e., level terrain
with adequate habitation space, sheltered (protected)
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location, and a proximity to a reliable water
source.
5. A relatively high density of artifacts and debris
proportionate to land form size.
2) Temporary campsites denoting extraction of biotic resources
should be impacted.
Numerous lithic scatters have been recorded in the Piedmont and
Fall Line zones of South Carolina (Taylor and Smith 1978; House and
Ballenger 1976; Drucker, Anthony and Harmon 1979). Similar sites have
also been encountered in the Coastal Plain (Brooks and Scurry 1978)
These sites contain such artifacts as cutting or scraping tools and
flakes and are assumed to be related to the primary extraction or pro-
cessing of biotic resources. House and Ballenger (1976:84-85) believe
that many of these sites are the by products of activities associated
with the hunting and butchering of white-tailed deer. The majority of
these scatters are located on upland ridges, hilltops, and similar sa~
lient land forms. During fall and early winter, upland areas usually
carry high concentrations of deer. Additionally, this is the male rut-
ting season, which is the time when deer are easily stalked and killed.
Southeastern Middle Mississippian data (Smith 1975) and ethnohistoric
data (Swanton 1946) indicate intensive deer hunting during fall and early
winter by aboriginal populations.
The scatters may also indicate nut gathering and processing. The
dual proximity of biotic resources and relatively mild weather conditions
would make the uplands especially favorable for repeated, temporary occu-
pation during the fall and early winter (Brooks and Scurry 1978:7).
The following list of attributes (Rouse and Ballenger 1976:82-83)
should characterize biotic resource extraction sites which may be en-
countered during the survey:
1. Sites will frequently be located in less favored
locations: not particularly accessible to water,
on fairly steep slopes and narrow ridgetops.
2. A narrow range of tools and debitage will be present
at these sites.
3. A low density of artifacts will be encountered at
these sites.
4. Sites characterized by the above attributes will be
especially numerous in certain environmental zones.
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Historic Sites
1) Eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth century water powered
mills\are sites which processed corn, wheat, cotton, and wood.
Water powered mills were common in the eighteenth through early
twentieth centuries in many areas of the United States. Slow and in-
efficient transportation methods and use of community mills necessitated
the construction of a large number of mills (Storck and Teague 1952:46).
The agrarian nature of Calhoun and Orangeburg counties during this period
would have fostered construction of numerous mills in these two counties.
One historic mill site with concrete and earthen embankments (38CL28)
has already been located in the project area (Smith 1977:15-20).
The following list of attributes should help identify these water
powered mills, if they are encountered on survey:
1. Evidence of terrain modification consists of
dams (earthen, wood, stone, concrete or com-
binations), mill races, tail races, and spillways.
Use of concrete generally indicates later period
mills or possible repairs to old mills.
2. Waterwheel or turbine (patented 1827) remnants con-
sist of wooden spokes, metal collars, etc.
3. Mill stones, either whole or fragmented, will proba-
bly be found at grist mill sites. Grist mills re-
quire two stones, the runner (top stone) and nether
(bottom stone).
4. Crosscut or circular (patented 1810) saw remnants
may possibly be found in -association with saw mill
sites.
5. Metal hardware associated with the milling opera-
tion consists of cranes, grappling hooks, screw
hoists, spindles, gearing, etc. Wrought metal will
generally be older than cast metal.
6. Standing mill structures or stru~tural remnants
consist of foundation stones, structural pins, flood
abutments, breakfalls, and loose beams and boards.
7. Miscellaneous architectural hardware (South 1977:95)
consists of window glass, nails, spikes, construction
hardware (pintels, hinges, etc.), and door lock parts.
2) Roads, bridges, boat landings and docks, and railroad remnants
are sites that indicate public transportation through or within
a given area.
Fort Motte and the surrounding area have been inhabited since before
the Revolutionary War (Kovacik 1977:39). The sparsely populated and
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•relatively undeveloped nature of this small town and the surrounding
countryside may increase the chance of finding old roadbeds and bridges .
Boat landings and docks will probably not be encountered because the
line does not cross any drainages of sufficient size for water transport.
Two railroads, ,the Southern and the Seaboard Coast Line railroads, already
occur in the project area and have been in continuous use since their con-
struction in the middle to late nineteenth century.
The following list of attributes should characterize public trans-
portation features:
1. Old roads and roadbeds can be distinguished from
more modern logging or farming roads by presence
of large trees, approximately 50 years or older,
in the roadbed. This vegetation may be absent if
the road has been used in modern times. Old road-
beds may also be distinguished because erosion and
repeated use may have lowered them several feet below
the present ground surface.
2. Old bridges and bridge remnants may be distinguished
from modern bridges by the presence of stone (cut
granite blocks) and wood in lieu of concrete or
steel, unless an old bridge has been modified. The
bridge remains may be partially intact, or they may
be found in or adjacent to the drainage.
3. Artifacts from vehicles used for land transportation
may be present, such as wagon or buggy parts, old
automobile parts, etc ..
4. If water transportation was used, landing and dock
remnants, boat or barge fragments, oar locks pulleys,
etc. may be present.
5. Presence of old railroads will mainly consist of
earthen embankments which often contain stone or
gravel and miscellaneous railroad metal, such as
spikes, rail fragments, etc.
3) Moonshine stills and still remnants should occur.
The three major factors affecting still operations are a constant
water supply, fuel for burning, and a sheltered or protected location
(Wigginton 1972:307, 318-319), all of which occur in the project area.
The swampy streams and sparsely populated areas would have been especially
conducive to hiding moonshine stills.
This list of attributes, although preliminary in nature, should aid
in differentiating this site type from nineteenth and twentieth century
historic refuse, which is frequently encountered during environmental im-
pact surveys:
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1. Stone and brick fragments may be found, perhaps
the remains of hearths.
2. Ashes, burned areas, and other evidence of fire
may be visible.
3.\ Metal may be found, such as copper tubing, radiators,
barrels, sheet metal, pipes and tubing, buckets, etc.
4. Glass containers, including jars, bottles, etc., are
expected.
5. Framework remnants for hiding the still may be found.
4) Eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth century homesites should
be encountered.
The fourth and final type of historic site that may be encountered
during the Wateree-Orangeburg survey is the historic homesite. Probably
one or more of these sites will be located because the project vicinity
has been settled since the middle eighteenth century (Kovacik 1977:39).
Many nineteenth and twentieth century tenant farmer houses are still
standing. The proposed ,transmission line route will pass through numerous
elevated, relatively dry areas near road networks which would be suitable
for historic habitation. Most historic sites used wells in lieu of free
flowing drainages which enabled settlement away from streams and creeks.
Special emphasis is placed on recording nineteenth and twentieth
century sites and structures which probably relate to the tenant farmer!
sharecropper period. Sites of this nature have been usually ignored during
past environmental impact surveys in this and other states. These homesites
are important because they are part of our cultural heritage; they are
rapidly being destroyed; and they are poorly understood. Better records
of such sites will contribute toward a better understanding of their arche-
ological significance. If the site destruction continues and few records
are kept, future archeologists will have scarcely better comprehension of
the nineteenth and twentieth century domestic site than today's archeologists
have of small eighteenth century domestic sites.
The following attributes will aid in the identification and study of
these historic habitation areas:
1. These sites will be most frequently located on hill-
tops, ridges, and other salient land forms.
2. Frequently, old roads and road remnants will be found
in close proximity.
3. Numerous ceramic (whiteware) , glass, and metal
fragments will be found.
4. Structural remnants may exist.
5. More frequently, brick and stone fragments and various
machine-made nails will be the only architectural remains.
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SURVEY METHODOLOGY
A 100% intensive pedestrian survey fielded in May of 1980, was
designed to focus on rerouted portions of a proposed 230 kV transmission
line. Primary emphasis was given to covering wooded areas which would
be cleared as a result of this rerouting.
The archeological survey was conducted from May 14 to 16 and from
May 20 to 22, 1980, by Michael A. Harmon, research assistant with the
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, with the assiStance of Stephen
P. Keane. A total of six field days were spent surveying approximately
11 miles affected by this rerouting. A 100 foot corridor, approximately
50 feet on either side of the staked line, was inspected; the new right-
of-way is 100 feet wide. The coverage'ratio averaged 1.8 miles per day
for the two man survey crew.
The section of line nearest Orangeburg, consisted of four miles
which closely paralleled the existing right-of-way. Seven miles of newly
staked line were surveyed east of St. Matthews. This segment ran in the
vicinity of the existing line, crossing and recrossing this line several
times. Both line sections were comprised of about half wooded areas and
half cultivated fields. The wooded areas included dense hardwoods and
pines. Most of the agricultural fields in the project area were under
cultivation; crops consisted primarily of corn, 'soybeans, wheat, and
cotton (Figs. 2 and 3).
Both sides of the staked centerline were traversed. Where possible,
cultivated fields, roadcuts, uprooted tree stumps, and other cleared areas
were scanned for possible artifacts. 'Shovel tests were dug at 15 to 20
meter intervals in ares of low visibility to aid in site detection. These
shovel tests were 25 centimeters square and 30 centimeters or more in
depth. The soil recovered from these tests was sorted with a shovel or
trowel.
Sites were photographed, mapped, and recorded on standard Institute
forms. All sites and finds of isolated artifacts were located on the
appropriate U.S.G.S. quadrangles. Diagnostic artifacts, as well as a
representative sample of artifact types, were recovered from sites when-
ever possible. Four sites were systematically surface collected by use
of a grid; two buried sites were systematically shovel tested; and diag-
nostic artifacts were prnvenienced by means of a hand.held Brunton compass
at two low density sites.
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FIGURE 2
Wooded Area East of St. Matthews.
FIGURE 3
Cultivated Field Near Orangeburg Substation.
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SITE DESCRIPTIONS AND ANALYSIS
Site Descriptions
380R89. Woodland period lithic artifacts and nineteenth and
twentieth century historic materials were located by surface inspection
of a cultivated field immediately north of county road S-9-906. Sparsely
scattered cultural materials were found in a 330 meter north-south by 75
meter east-west linear strip along corn rows, situated on a broad, flat
hilltop. An unnamed tributary of Little Bull Creek runs approximately
100 meters east of the site's upper edge.
Four artifact concentrations were identified, and a total of 57,
one by ten meter linear~ surface units were collected at five meter inter-
vals beginning at the northern edge of the site, near station 249. Six-
teen of these units contained artifacts. Two, 50 centimeter test pits
were also excavated to determine site stratigraphy and integrity. One
whiteware sherd was found in the 20 to 25 centimeter thick plowzone en-
countered in these two test pits.
The large size of the historic material scatter, which is comprised
mainly of whiteware ceramic sherds, glass fragments, and numerous small
brick fragments lying in several distinct loci, indicates that this area
probably once contained several small houses. The sparse prehistoric
scatter, which contains several flakes, one resharpened Woodland stemmed
biface, and two additional bifacial cutting tools, suggest use of this
area for a short-term extractive activity, such as butchering of game
animals.
380R90. This site consists of the bulldozed remains of a late
nineteenth through twentieth century historic home located on a ridgetop
in the vicinity of existing station 266. Chinaberry trees and commensal
vegetation further delineate this site which was located by surface in-
spection of a cultivated field, 100 meters south of an unnamed tributary
of Little Bull Creek.
A 50 meter east to west running baseline was established near a
filled-in well and 11, one meter square surface units were collected at
five meter intervals along this line to determine the nature and temporal
range of the site's occupation. Cultural artifacts were moderately densein this area of the site and include numerous whiteware ceramic fragments,
nonmachine and machine-made galss fragments and many whole and partially
fragmented bricks. These materials indicate early to middle twentieth
19
century occupation. A burned, stained area, approximately 50 by 30 meters,
and a 40 by 15 meter mound of architectural debris imply that the house
was burned and then further demolished by bulldozing and partial removal
of the structural remains.
38CL35. A sparse surface scatter of late nineteenth and early
twentieth century artifacts denote this site. Situated in an uncultivated
field, approximately 20 meters north of county road S-9-43 and 40 meters
south of an unnamed tributary of Halfway Swamp Creek, this site is charac-
terized by gently sloping terraces and volunteer cultivars and weeds.
Because of the sparsity of visible artifacts, all artifacts were
measured from station 131 which served as a site datum. A total of six
artifacts, including three whiteware ceramic fragments, one nonmachine-
made and two machine-made glass fragments were recorded. These artifacts
and noticeable house remains near the site area suggest the remains of a
late nineteenth and early twentieth century historic home.
38CL36. This site consists of a moderately dense surface scatter
of nineteenth and twentieth century cultural remains located in a cotton
field north of county road S-9-43. Several distinct artifact loci were
noted within a 50 by 200 meter strip running northerly, along a broad hill-
top and associated side slopes. A tributary of Halfway Swamp Creek is lo-
cated approximately 800 meters from the northern edge of the site.
At least three distinct artifact concentrations were discerned through
a series of one by ten meter linear surface collection units which began
25 meters south of existing station 2832. Excavation of a 50 centimeter
square test unit indicated the site had experienced moderate sheet erosion
in past years. The artifact c.oncentrations suggest that one or more share-
cropper/tenant farmer homes were once located in the vicinity.
38CL37. Moderately dense Late Archaic, Woodland, and possibly
Mississippian period artifacts were located by shovel testing of a small
bottomland knoll north of Halfway Swamp Creek..Mature bottomland vegeta-
tion and thick undergrowth characterize this site which is bounded on the
north by station 143 and the existing transmission line right-of-way.
Fourteen shovel tests were spaced at four meter intervals to determine
the areal extent of this site. These tests covered an area approximately 40
by 16 meters. Twelve of these tests were positive, as was a 50 centimeter
square test pit. The high density of flakes of bifacial retouch and cera-
mic sherds recovered from this protected bottomland area suggest that this
site might have been intensively occupied.
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38CL39. Site 38CL39 consists of a sparse, diffuse scatter of
Woodland period ceramic and lithic artifacts and a moderately dense,
surface scatter of late nineteenth and early twentieth century artifac-
tua1 debris covering a hilltop and associated side slopes. These arti-
facts occurred in a recently planted corn field, located 80 meters east
of existing station 148. A small pond on a minor drainage of Halfway
Swamp Creek lies 250 meters east of the site.
This site was systematically surface collected in a series of 19,
one by ten meter linear surface units placed at five meter intervals.
Sixteen of these units contained artifacts, indicating the site covered
an area approximately 50 meters north-south by 50 meters east-west. A
50 centimeter square test unit near the edge of the woods proved positive;
materials were restricted to the plow zone, 25 to 30 centimeters deep.
Brick and stone debris in association with glass and ceramic frag-
ments imply that this site was once a nineteenth and twentieth century
home place. Any structural remains have been obliterated by repeated
cultivation and the passage of time. The prehistoric artifacts which
include one ceramic sherd and two flakes of bifacial retouch are too
sparse to infer any functional activities.
38CL40. Sparsely scattered Late Archaic period lithic and late
nineteenth and early twentieth century historic artifacts were recovered
by surface inspection of a large soybean field south of county road S-9-
329. A drainage ditch in a north-south running hedgerow on the site's
western edge may be an enlarged small tributary of True Blue Creek. The
main channel of True Blue Creek is approximately 1,200 meters north of
this low1ying, bay-like area.
Because of the sparsity of observed cultural materials, all visible
artifacts were flagged, and distances and azimuths were recorded with
reference to two central datums. One 25 centimeter square test pit was
excavated to a depth of 30 centimeters below ground surface to determine
site stratigraphy. This test yielded no artifacts and revealed 20 centi-
meter deep plow scars.
One worn Otarre projectile point, one biface fragment, several
flakes, and one steatite fragment were found in a roughly circular area,
75 meters in diameter. The sparsity and nature of these materials imply
that the site was used for butchering or processing of biotic resources,
accompanied by short-term habitation. The two historic artifacts may in-
dicate that a historic structure was located in this vicinity. Two non-
machine-made bottle fragments are of insufficient quantity, however, to
generate any reliable activity interpretations.
38CL41. Subsurface testing in the vicinity of station 490 re~
vea1ed Late Archaic and Woodland period artifacts on a gently sloping
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bottomland knoll. This knoll is bounded on the north and south by very
swampy branches of True Blue Creek. Fairly dense bottomland vegetation
and mature hardwoods and pines indicate this site has remained relatively
undisturbed du~ing the past 50 to 75 years.
Eight 25 centimeter square shovel tests were placed on the surveyed
centerline, at four meter intervals, to ascertain the site's extent and
integrity. Five of these tests were positive, and artifacts included sev-
eral flakes of bifacial retouch, one check-stamped sherd, one punctate
sherd, and one small, burned long bone fragment.
The moderately sparse prehistoric occupation covers an area at
least 40 meters north-south by 10 meters east-west and is probably larger.
The artifacts suggest that the area served as a temporary, perhaps seasonal,
campsite.
Isolated Finds
Number 1. A single plain, whiteware sherd was found in a culti-
vated field approximately 30 meters north of the Seaboard Coastline Rail-
road. This artifact may be associated with a late nineteenth century
housesite which is located approximately 150 meters west of the proposed
right-of-way.
Number 2. A milk glass plate fragment and whiteware cup fragment
were found in a cultivated, unplanted field in the vicinity of station 435.
No additional artifacts were found, although a 30 meter area was thoroughly
scanned. These artifacts date to the early twentieth century and may in-
dicate the presence of a homesite in the general vicinity.
Number 3.
in a cultivated
bottle fragment
county road.
An amethyst, nonmachine-made glass fragment was located
field 13 meters north of county road 5-9-80. This whiskey
may have been discarded by a traveler on the aforementioned
Artifact Analysis
The artifacts recovered from the survey were tabulated by both site
and provenience and descriptively analY7.ed in accordance with ty~ological
criteria outlined in the Cal Smoak site report (Anderson, Lee and Parler
1979:37-85; Tables 1, 2, ?, 4, 5, 6).
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t{hile the interpretive value of these materials is admittedly
limited, the artifacts relate to three general areas of concern:
1. The presence or absence of temporally diagnostic artifacts was
noted in order\to identify major components of prehistoric and historic
occupation.
2. The presence or absence of artifacts indicative of the six
site types discussed by the predictive model was noted in order to test
the model.
3. Nineteenth and twentieth century ceramic artifacts were analyzed
with reference to two ceramic chronologies in order to refine information
on the temporal components at the five historic sites (Bartovics 1979,
Price 1979).
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TABLE 1. PREHISTORIC LITHIC ARTIFACTS
380R89 38CL37 3RCL40 38CL41 TOTALS
FIRE-CRACKED ROCK
Number 1 14 2 17
~\Teight (gr. ) 5 135.5 38 178.5
QUARTZ
Chunks 1 1
Other flakes 1 2 3
FBR 1 1 2
Biface 2 2
....
Hafted biface 1~ 1
QUARTZITE
Primary flakes 1 1
Secondary flakes 1 1
ORTHOQUARTZITE
Chunks 7 7
Secondary flakes 2 2 4
FBR 8 8
CHERT
Chunks 1 1
Secondary flakes 2 2
FBR 1 12 1 1 15
Biface 1 1 2
Spoke-shave 1 1
RHYOLITE
Secondary flakes 1 1
FBR 1 1
JASPER
FBR 2 2
FAULT BRECCIA
**Hafted biface 1 1
TOTALS 9 52 6 6 73
,
" KEY'-
*
Otarre
**
Morrow Mountain
FBR Flakes of bifacia1 retouch
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TABLE 2. PREHISTORIC CERAHIC ARTIFACTS
OJ
+J
OJ til
+J +J '1j
til CJ OJ "0
+J ~ ~ OJCJ ;:l p.,
~ Po; "0 til e l-l
;:l Q) +J til 0
Po; aJ tr.I +J "t
OJ aJ tr.I OJ "t OJ +J
~ M Q) ~ p., OJ +J ~
OJ "t l-l CJ l-l"t e p., til OJQ) ~ ~ OJ til Q) til ~ ~ Snl-l ;:l ~ OJ +J +J .,...,
c.; i=Q H c.; ~ I'd tr.I +J e til
.,..., CJ tr.I l-l l-l
aJ ~ CJ l-l M .,..., OJ Q)"t ....
-
CJ .,..., til ''''''M M ~ ~ ~ ~ +J OJ
e .,..., l-l OJ ? p., p., CJ .,..., .,..., .,..., OJ"t ,t:J
0 +J ,t:J~ ~ l-l e S OJ til til til "t 0 ;:l
~ tr.I til .,..., ;:l 0 .,..., ~ M M M ~ l-l tilE-, .... ...,;1 DD tr.I D p... p... Po; H~ ~
Site M C C C M C H M C VC C
*38CL37 2 1 8 12 1 1 3 19 4 2 1
38CL41 1 1
TOTALS 3 1 8 12 1 1 1 3 19 4 2 1
KEY: * 1 rim sherd
H Medium Temper Size
C Coarse Temper Size
VC Very Coarse Temper Size
Note: Steatite fragments were found at the following sites:
38CL37 (2), 38CL40 (1), and 38CL41 (1).
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TABLE 3. HISTORIC CERAMIC ARTIFACTS
KEY: * 1 hand-painted. 2 annular,
BE Burned Earthenware
B Burgundy Exterior
DD Decal Decorated
D Delft-like
M Molded Surface
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SURVEY EVALUATION
The presence of numerous cultivated fields in the project area
both aided and hampered the archeological survey. Excellent surface
visibility resulted in the location of six sites in these areas. However,
the lack of a clear cut surveyor's path required the frequent use of a
compass to stay on line and slowed progress.
Two of the eight archeological sites were located by shovel testing
in heavily vegetated areas. The surveyed line was easily followed, but
the lack of visibility necessitated placing shovel tests at 15 to 20
meter intervals. This procedure resulted in a roughly two to one time
expenditure ratio, as wooded areas generally required twice as much time
as non-wooded areas of similar size.
The close correlation of the survey data to the predictive model
and similar findings by other archeological surveys in the general area
suggest that a representative areal sample was recovered by the survey
(Anderson, Lee and Parler 1979; Hanson and Brooks 1978).
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:TESTING, COl~ARISON, AlID REFINEMENT OF THE PREDICTIVE MODEL
The following section deals with the testing of the predictive model
with survey derived data (including Smith's earlier survey) and data from
other relevant archeological studies (including the testing phase of this
study). A total of 12 prehistoric and historic components were delineated
in the project area. Any site that fulfilled at least one-half of the
site attributes characterizing a particular site type was assigned accord-
ingly. Primary emphasis will be given to the discussion of the three types
of sites found during the surveys: prehistoric habitation sites~ prehis-
toric extraction sites; and historic homesites. The attribute numbers
which reference each particular site have been identified in the initial
statement of the transmission line predictive model.
Prehistoric Sites
Six prehistoric archeological components were located and tested
during the Wateree-Orangeburg surveys. These six components include
two prehistoric sites which were initially located in 1977. Both
habitation and extractive activities were identified.
1) Habitation sites of all cultural periods may be impacted.
Four of the six prehistoric components exhibited characteristics
indicative of prehistoric habitation. These sites were also occupied
during the Archaic and Woodland periods as noted in the model (Table 7).
Table 7. Prehistoric Habitation Sites
Site Attributes Temporal Period
38CL37 2,3,4,5 Late Archaic, Woodland·
38CL4l 2,3,4,5 Late Archaic, Woodland
38CL27 2,3,4 Late Archaic
3RCL29 2,3,4,5 Late Archaic, liToodland
Attribute number three refers to maintenance activities occurring
at nabitation sites. A quantitative study of artifacts associated with
this type of site was undertaken at site 38LX2l4, a probable habitation
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site which was tested for the sewerline predictive study (Harmon 1980:
57ff.). Flakes of bifacial retouch (FBR) comprised 208 of the 303 (69%)
lithic artifacts from this site, exclusive of fire-cracked-rock. A common,
but yet unproven,. assumption is that these flakes represent both the
final stages of\too1 manufacture and/or their later resharpening. While
Goodyear and House (House and Ballenger 1976:94-100) felt that these
smaller thinning flakes were theoreticallY valid indicators of habitation,
they both maintained that this "Biface Thinning Flake Model" was undoubted-
ly oversimplified for determining site activity and function. The analysis
of the flakes of bifacia1 retouch percentages of the five sites indicate
these flakes are a significant portion of the debitage at these sites
(Table 8). The identificaion of these five sites as prehistoric habitation
sites based upon other criteria in the model (House and Ballenger 1976:81-
82, Ferguson 1976:9) lends further credence to the value of FBRs as habi-
tation, as opposed to extraction, indices.
Table 8. Percentage distribution of flakes of bifacial retouch.
Total lithic assemblage
Site FBR (excluding fire-cracked rock) %
38LX2l4 208 303 69%
38CL37 24 42 57%
38CL4l 3 6 50%
38CL27 4 15 27%
38CL29 81 135 60%
Totals 320 501 64%
These averages suggest a range of 50 to 70 percent of all lithic
artifacts, exclusive of fire-cracked rock, being comprised of flakes
of bifacial retouch at habitation sites. Conversely, a much lower
range of flakes of bifacial retouch is expected-at extractive sites,
as predicted by the model. Only one of eight lihtic artifacts at 380R89
and one of six lithic artifacts at 38CL40 were flakes of bifacial retouch,
suggesting a range of roughly 10 to 20'percent at extractive sites.
Further testing is required to document this pat£ern, as the presently
available assemblages are too limited for quantitative definitions.
2) Temporary campsites denoting extraction of biotic resources
should be impacted.
Two of the six prehistoric components exhibited characteristics
of biotic resource extraction as noted by the model (Table 9).
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Table 9. Biotic Resource Extraction Sites
Site
380R89
38CL40
Attributes
1,2,3,4
1,2,3,4
Temporal Period
Woodland
Late Archaic
Interestingly, these extractive sites were located at least 35
meters away from permanent drainages. This first attribute seems es-
pecially valid when this distance from water is compared with that of
the probable habitation sites. Sites 38CL37 and 38CL4l were both loca-
ted less than five meters from a permanent water source. The five pre-
historic habitation sites located during the sewerline predictive study
(Harmon 1980) were all located within 20 meters of Six Mile Creek, a
permanent drainage. Furthermore, when John House in the Interstate 77
survey (House and Ballenger 1976:121-124) tested the hypothesis that
prehistoric habitation sites tend to be located along streams, he found
that eight of the nine habitation sites occurred within 20 meters of
permanent drainages. These preliminary results suggest that prehistoric
habitation sites are concentrated along permanent streams, whereas ex-
tractive sites can and do occur some distance away.
Historic Sites
All five of the historic components located during this phase of
the Wateree-Orangeburg transmission line survey were classified as his-
toric homesites. One water powered mill, 38CL28, was located during the
initial survey phase (Smith 1977:15-20) and was discussed in the initial
statement of the transmission line predictive model. Public transporta-
tion sites were not located during either survey phase. Removal of this
site type from the model is not warrented at this time since early maps
of the project area indicate that many of the roads built earlier are
_still in use. This area was sparsely populated until recently, as the
majority of homes in the area are less than 50 years old. Thus, most
of the roads in the vicinity are either old roads or recently constructed
roads. Finally, the survey did not encounter any old still remnants.
Continued failure to locate or recognize moonshine still remnants in the
future will require a re-evaluation of this site type in the predictive
model.
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3) Eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth century homesites should
be encountered.
Five of ~he seven historic components were identified as probable
historic homesites. Only two glass fragments were recovered from 38CL40,
thereby precluding any reliable' activity interpretations at this site.
Table 10 lists the five historic homesites defined by the predictive model.
Table 10. Historic Homesites
Site
380R89
380R90
38CL35
38CL36
38CL39
Attributes
2,3,5
1,3,5
2,3,5
1,2,3,5
1,3,5
Temporal Period
19th and 20th centuries
Late 19th through mid 20th
centuries
Late 19th through early
20th centuries
19th and 20th centuries
Late 19th through early
20th centuries
The repeated presence of attribute..numbers 1, 2, 3, and 5 at these
five sites affirms the usefulness of these criteria. The missing attri-
bute, number 4, referred to the presence of standing structures. All
five homesites were located in cultivated fields. Normally, trees and
other physical obstructions are removed from agricultural fields. Bricks
and boards are often recycled and used for outbuildings. These two fac-
tors apparently affected the destruction of the structures which were
probably once associated with these sites.
The temporal range of nineteenth century ceramic styles, with the
exception of eighteenth century style continuations, are poorly understood.
This problem has recently been addressed and suggestions offered for ceramic
chronologies. Two studies include work done in southeastern Missouri with
the dwellings of homesteaders which were occupieg from 1815 through 1870
and with refuse from homes of mill workers in New England, occupied from
the late eighteenth through middle twentieth centuries (Bartovics 1979,
Price 1979). The ceramic typology in Table 3 follows their suggestions.
Sunnnary
The tentative predictive model designed for this phase of the Wateree-
Ora~geburg transmission line survey accounted for 11 of the 12 prehistoric
and historic. site components (Table 11). While this model is admittedly
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general, specific attributes ,,7ere tested and refined on the basis of the
survey data. As information about types of artifacts, numbers of artifacts,
and significant locationa1 variables are compiled, the predictive capabili-
ties of the model will be strengthened.
Table 11. Types of archeological sites located during the survey.
Period Site Type Site Total %
Prehistoric Habitation 38CL37 4 33%
38CL41
*38CL27
*38CL29
Extraction 380R89 2 17%
38CL40
Historic Mill *38CL28 1 8%
Home 380R89 5 42%
380R90
38CL35
38CL36
38CL39
12
* Site originally located in 1977
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PART II. ARCHEOLOGICAL TESTING PROGRA.,.T\f
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INTRODUCTION
The Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, under an agreement
with the South Carolina Electric and Gas Company, initiated a testing
program for three prehistoric archeological sites which lay either par-
tially or wholly within the 100 foot right-of-way allotted for the pro-
posed transmission line. Site 38CL29 was located and recommended for
testing in an earlier survey of the proposed route (Smith 1977:24-25).
Sites 38CL37 and 38CL41 were located during a later survey of rerouted
portions of the original line (Fig. 1).
Michael A. Harmon, with the assistance of William H. Monteith,
research assistant, directed the testing program in 11 field days. With
the permission of the property owners, site 38 CL29 was tested through
controlled surface collections, shovel tests, and the excavation of six,
one by one meter test pits, from June 16 through June 23, 1980. Testing
at site 38CL37 consisted of shovel testing and excavating two, one by
one meter test pits between June 26 and July 1, 1980. Two and one-half
dayst July 2 through July 8 t 1980, were spent shovel testing and excava-
ting two t one by one meter test units at site 38CL4l.
Testing results indicate that these three sites contain intact
cultural deposits with substantial interpretive potential for the arche-
ologist. Sites 38CL29 and 38CL41 have been cultivated, but the effects
of this disturbance appear minimal. Site 38CL37 does not appear to have
been cultivated and is partially protected by a thin layer of alluvial
soil throughout most of the site. Site 38CL29 already has a double
transmission line stationed in the approximate center of the site. Sites
38CL37 and 38CL4l, which have been minimally disturbed, may be adversely
affected by subsurface clearing operations and placement of transmission
towers.
Any or all of these sites can contribute important information con-
cerning Late Archaic/Early Woodland occupation of the area. Thus, they
may be considered potentially elgible for the National Register of His-
toric Places. If regarded as the known sample from the area, specifically
the project area, this information will be irretrievably lost, if all the
sites are adversly impacted. While some flexibility in the engineering
design may allow for off-site placement of some towers, it now ~ppears
that at least one site, 38CL4l, may be affected by a proposed tower loca-
tion (Richard Thomas, personal communication). No further work is recom-
mended at this time, but if all three sites are adversely affected by the
final design or constructio; plans, a mitigative program of study is
recommended.
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RESEARCH DESIGN: METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS
Research designs are useful methods for integrating archeological
test results into a cohesive unit which will both add to the existing
archeological data base and prompt new archeological questions and prob-
lem areas. The research design for this project can be divided into gen-
eral and specific goals. The general goals consist of six basic questions
asked at all three of the sites. These questions concern site extent and
condition, stratigraphy, period(s) of occupation, types of activities, and
the relation of the site to the construction impact zone. All six ques-
tions are of great importance in assessing the relative potential of these
sites to contribute substantive information to problem domains (e.g.,
Brockington 1980:18-20) and in assessing the degree of probable adverse
construction impacts upon the information potential of the sites.
Specific goals refer to several questions which should be asked to
expand our present knowledge about transmission line impacts and currently
employed small-scale testing, assessment techniques. The specific goals
addressed' at site 38CL29 are concerned with the reliability of surface
artifact assemblages in predicting subsurface artifact assemblages. Some
attempt to assess the relative amount of soil erosion which has been par-
tially caused by the previous construction of the transmission line in the
vicinity of site 38CL29 is also made. A major portion of the testing pro-
gram involves shovel testing in 25 centimeter square units at sites 38CL37
and 38CL4l. Shovel testing has been used frequently in archeological sur-
veys, but few researchers have discussed the various factors affecting the
usefulness of this method. Such factors as unit size and depth, testing
intervals, time and labor effectiveness, and disturbances resulting from
shovel testing are considered in an effort to determine the overall relia-
bility of shovel test results and conclusions.
These specific questions obviously will not be resolved in this or
other small survey testing projects in the near future. Incorporating data
derived from this study into past and future effDrts, however, will increase
gradually our skill in interpreting the archeological record through small
studies of this nature: herein lies the usefulness of this study.
General Goals
The general goals are of primary concern in fulfilling contractual
obligations. Site extent is determined by shovel testing or surface
collecting outward from the known site area until apparently sterile areas
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are reached. Site stratigraphy is recorded through the excavation of
several one by one meter test pits at each of the three sites. These
units are large enough to recognize natural and possibly cultural levels.
The period(s) of site occupation and site activities are primary
concerns of the archeologist. Previous results indicate that these
three sites were occupied during the same general temporal periods.
Comparison of the artifact assemblages may reflect different activities
or different utilization of raw materials, thereby refining information
about the Late Archaic and Woodland period occupations in the middle and
upper Coastal Plain.
Site condition and the relation of the site to the construction
impact zone are especially important in determining mitigative alterna-
tives. These sites presently appear to be in good to very good condition
and, thus, have a high interpretative potential. While the early results
indicate that substantial portions of all three sites occur within the
impact zone, subsurface testing is necessary to define their limits.
After the testing program, the sites may be defined with a relative de-
gree of confidence.
Specific Goals
The three specific goals addressed during the testing program
include: 1) the relationship of surface to subsurface materials; 2)
site disturbance; and 3) the reliability of shovel testing.
1) Relationship of Surface to Subsurface Materials
The controlled surface collection employed at site 38CL29, the only
site with any degree of surface visibility, is generally more time and
labor efficient than subsurface testing. Archeologists generally have
agreed that surface materials are reliable indicators of subsurface depo-
sits. Recently, however, archeologists have begun to examine the nature
of this assumed relationship. Two questions concern the reliability of
surface sampling (Canouts 1980). Question number one: does the surface
artifact assemblage accurately reflect the subsurface artifact assemblage?
Question number two: if the answer to question one is positive, to what
extent can overlying surface materials be used to predict subsurface pat-
terns, artifact concentrations and associations, and possible features?
These two questions have been previously addressed in the South
Carolina Piedmont (Canouts 1976, 1980; House and Woagaman 1978). A
testing program undertaken by Winthrop College students found a relative-
ly close correlation between the surface and subsurface artifact assemblages
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at a Late Archaic site, 38YK25A (Canouts 1976). Excavations at the
Windy Ridge site 38FAl18 (House and Wogaman 1978) suggested that sub-
surface spatial patterning exists in disturbed (early cultivated) areas.
This supports the studies by Ford and Rolingson (1972), Medford (1972),
and Roper (1976) who conclude that cultivation does not generally change
artifactual patternings. Stage I excavations at 38FAl18 revealed a clus-
ter of Morrow Mountain type bifaces. However, Stage II excavations out-
side of this cluster area recovered a similarly dense biface concentration,
leading House to remark on the "tip of the iceburg" effect (House and
Wogaman 1978:122). The excavation of six, one by one meter test pits
below the surface collection units of varying artifactual densitites at
site 3RCL29 further tests the surface to subsurface relationship.
2) Site Disturbance
The adverse impacts of transmission line development and tower
construction upon the archeological record are poorly understood and
recorded (Canouts 1980, Brockington 1977). The four types of direct
impacts caused by transmission line construction outlined by Smith (1977)
are noted elsewhere in this report (pg. 8). One apparently related type
of indirect impact is the amount of erosion which results from trans-
mission line construction in a presently stable area. The transmission
line under study was first constructed in 1967. If a significant amount
of erosional sheetwash has occurred since 1967, this erosion should be
noticeable in the soil stratigraphy.
Two soil variables, pebble content and plowzone depth, are monitored.
The relative size and density of the pebbles are computed by counting and
weighing the pebbles from the separate levels in all the test pits at site
38CL29. Assuming that the same soil type occurs throughout the site and
that pebble density (and also size) increases with depth, test units in
the existing right-of-way should contain a greater amount of larger peb-
bles than in the newly surveyed right-of-way. The topsoil in the presently
cultivated right of-way should be generally shallower than in the expanded
right-of-way.
Since the site has been cultivated intermLttently since the construc-
tion occurred and probably prior to that time, these variables also reflect
disturbances due to cultivation. The impact of cultivation upon the arche-
ological record is not understood well enough at this time to assign speci-
fic effects to cultivation or transmission line maintenance unless there
are very obvious differences between the existing right-of-way and adjacent
areas.
3) Reliability of Shovel Testing
The third and final specific goal of the research design concerns
the reliability of shovel testing for interpreting and evaluating archeological
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sites. Shovel testing is a common method of testing sites, although
opinions about their usefulness remain largely subjective. In order to
arrive at a more objective evaluation, four critical variables involving
unit size and depth, testing intervals, time and labor effectiveness,
and disturbances resulting from shovel tests are examined. Five arche-
ological studies provide comparative information on these variables:
1) an annual conference for studying Woodland environments in the Mid-
west (Anonymous 1976); 2) a study by Mclfunamon (1980) on site interpre-
tation in the Northeast; 3) a study of transect interval sampling in
both Michigan and central Italy by Chartkoff (1978); 4) an archeological
survey of the Carolina coast (Trinkley 1978); and 5) a survey of a drain-
age in the Fall Line zone of South Carolina (Harmon 1980).
Unit Size and Depth
Information concerning this first variable is summarized in Table
12.
Table 12. Size and Depth of Shovel Test Units
Study
Conference
Mc...~anamon
Chartkoff
Trinkley
Harmon
Unit Size
1 to 1 1/2 ft square
40 cm in diameter
Volume: 10 to 25 1
1 ft square
25 cm square
Depth
Dependent on loca-
tion of survey area
Through post-glacial
soils and 10 cm into
glacial soils
Dependent on site
extent
?
30 cm (or deeper)
Harmon (1980) used the 25 centimeter square unit size because it
is the approximate width of a flat shovel blade and, therefore, easily
measured. The 30 centimeter depth is arbitrary, but test results in
South Carolina indicate it is an adequate depth except in cases of ex-
cessive colluviation or alluvial deposition. The effectiveness of this
test unit size is tested at site 38CL29. Smith (1977) dug 11 post
holes, only one of which was positive, and he concluded that the site
was contained within the present right-of-way. These post holes probably
were placed at too great an interval and were too small in diameter to
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delineate the true extent of the site t which may extend into the newly
surveyed, wooded right-of-way.
Testing Intervals
Table 13 summarizes the data on testing intervals.
Table 13. Test Unit Intervals
Study
Conference
McManamon
Chartkoff
Trinkley
Harmon
Site Location Interval
15 to 20 m
25 m
?
100 to 200 ft
15 to 20 m
Site Testing Interval
Less than 15 to 20 m
25 m
10 to 20 m to delimit
site, 3 to 5 m within
site area for more de-
tailed interpretation
50 ft
3 to 5 m
Shovel testing intervals on known sites range from three to twenty-
five meters. Harmon (1980) used comparatively small intervals for site
evaluation. Shovel tests at close intervals are somewhat destructive to
site integrity. UnfortunatelYt this shovel testing is often the only
interpretive method undertaken at many sites. The areal extent of 38CL29
is tested by increasing the linear testing interval from four to eight
meters. If the increased interval proves effective, site boundaries may
be delimited in less time and with less destructive impact.
Labor and Time Effectiveness/Site Disturbance
Neither of these two variables was specifically discussed in the
studies. The testing program for the Springdale sewerline project
(Harmon 1980) averaged 10 to 15 minutes for each 25 centimeter square
test unit, 30 centimeters deept placed three to five meters apart. The
testing was conducted by a two man team. It involved placing and excava-
ting the test unit along a measured transect, screening the unit fill,
and bagging all possible artifacts in individually labeled bags. Addi-
tionallYt notes were taken for each test unit to document stratigraphYt
general soil composition t and the presence or absence of artifacts.
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Although site disturbance has already been mentioned with refer-
ence to testing intervals, it is again noted that only a small fraction
of archeological sites are even excavated. While shovel tests may be
destructive, they are often the only subsurface testing method used on
otherwise unexcavated sites.
Summary
Table 14 summarizes the general opinions of the researchers using
shovel testing.
Table 14. Effectiveness of Shovel Tests
Study
Conference
McManamon
Chartkoff
Trinkley
Site Location
Good method
Good method
(although compara-
tive statistics are
lacking)
Valid method
Valid method only
in areas of high
site probability
Site Testing
Useful for determining
site extent only
Useful method
Valid method
Non-valid (a placebo)
The majority consider shovel testing to be a useful method.
Trinkley (1978), who maintains that shovel tests are only useful in loca-
ting the more extensive archeological sites, recently surveyed Daniel's
Island in South Carolina. He excavated one foot squares every 50 feet
along a highway centerline and recovered only three artifacts from 30
shovel tests. This testing was undertaken in an-area which was previously
known to contain four archeological sites. He relocated two sites but
fialed to gather any further archeological data.
Obviously, it is difficult to compare the effectiveness when there
is no standarized procedure, but there is no apparent correlation between
unit size, geographic area, or interval and the positive or negative atti-
tude concerning the usefulness of the method. More sites are found using
some method of subsurface testing than are found when none is used, es-
pecially where the ground visibility is poor. A comparison of shovel test
interpretive results with larger test pit results is only possible through
further mitigation and ensuing site excavation. Such information is appar-
ently lacking.
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TESTING PROGRAM
The field strategy was designed to provide information relevant
to the research goals. Test units consisted on one by one meter surface
collection units (only at site 38CL29), 25 centimeter square shovel test
units, and one by one meter test pits. The surface collection units and
shovel tests were placed along systematic, perpendicular transects at
all three sites.
The testing of site 38CL29 consisted of placing a centrally loca-
ted datum on the site near existing station 217. A site contour map and
grid were plotted using a standard engineer's transit and metric tape.
The approximate visibility of each surface unit was recorded, and all
possible artifacts recovered for later laboratory analysis. Collection
units, shovel tests, and one by one meter squares were located on the
ground by means of a hand held Brunton compass and metric tape. Centrally
located surveyor's stations were utilized as site datums for sites 38CL37
and 38CL4l. Shovel testing was the primary testing method used at the
two sites. These shovel tests extended outward from the known site occu-
pation defined during the survey phase. Additional spur lines were added
to the main transects. The one by one meter test units were placed in-
side the site boundaries in areas determined by an in-field analysis of
the shovel test results.
All excavated soil was screened through quarter-inch hardware cloth,
using either a 50 centimeter square hand held 'screen for the shovel tests
and a tripod or mechanized screen for the test pit excavations. All ma-
terials were bagged and returned to the laboratory for later analysis.
The test pits were excavated in natural levels when such distinctions
could be made or in arbitrary 10 centimeter levels when they could not.
The southwest corner of each pit served as the datum. Upon completion
of a level, it was troweled, photographed, and p~ssible features mapped
on graph paper. A standard level form was completed and filed for future
reference. A soil profile was drawn and soil samples taken from each
natural zone after the test pit was completed. All test units were back-
filled after excavation.
38CL29
- Site 38CL29 is situated on a hilltop and associated side slopes
which are bounded on the east and west by swampy intermittent tributaries
of Buckhead Creek (Fig. 4). Late Archaic/Early Woodland and Woodland
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FIGURE 4
General Site View of 38CL29 From Eastern Edge of Site.
FIGURE 5
South Profile of Test Pit 1 (N9l/E122) at Site 38CL37.
artifacts were recovered by surface inspection of the site area. Portions
of the site have been cultivated in recent years, although the northern
and southern site edges are presently covered with mature mixed pines and
hardwoods.
The site was located and tested during an earlier survey (Smith
1977). Briefly, Smith made a 100% surface collection, dug 11 postholes
at various intervals, and excavated a one by one meter test unit adjacent
to station 217 (Table 15).
Phase II testing at site 38CL29 was the most intensive undertaken
at any of the three sites. A site datum was established initially in a
relatively level area, west of station 217. From this datum, six tran-
sects were run at 600 intervals, starting at magnetic north, to produce
a contour map of the site (Fig. 6). The site was then systematically
surface collected in one by one meter square units at four meter inter-
vals along four transects which ran roughly north, south, east, and west.
The wooded, northern and southern portions of the new right of way were
also shovel tested along these transects at four meter intervals (Tables
16 and 17).
Six, one by one meter test pits were excavated to supplement the
surface collection and shovel testing results (Tables 18 and 19). These
tests were designed to test specific goal number one, the surface to sub-
surface relationships, and in addition, to assess the nature of possible
sub-plowzone deposits. Test pit number one, designated North 99/East
88,was placed under surface collection unit D-3, which had produced one
chert flake of bifacial retouch and one plain ceramic fragment. Plow scars
and a sparse number of artifacts were noted in Level A (0-12 cm). Excava-
tion of Level B (12-22 cm) revealed two circular stains which were sug-
gestive of prehistoric post mold stains. These stains disappeared at the
bottom of Level C (32 cm). A more intensive analysis of these stains in-
dicates that they were probably tree root molds. Excavation of Level D
(32-37 cm) was shortened to five centimeters as no artifacts had been
recovered from the preceeding 10 centimeters, and the pebble content,
which was increasing rapidly, hampered excavation.
Test pit number two, designated North 98/East 88, was immeidately
south of and adjacent to test unit one. Unlike test unit one, surface
inspection of this unit revealed no cultural artifacts. Excavation of
Level A (0-13) cm revealed a moderately dense artifact assemblage with
one biface fragment. One Morrow Mountain-like projectile point was plot-
ted "in situ" at 20 cm below datum near the bottom of Level B (13-20 cm).
No additional artifacts were recovered in Level C (20-30 cm), and excava-
tion of this unit was discontinued.
Test pit number three, North 100/East 84, was placed in surface col-
le~tion unit D-4, which had been devoid of artifacts. Excavation of Level
A (0-13 em) revealed a sparse number of artifacts which included three
probable hammers tone fragments. Level B (13-23 em) contained two additional
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TABLE 15
SITE 38CL29: ARTIFACTS AND PROVENIENCES
1977 SURVEY
General, Complete Surface Collection
r
:/... '.
Lithics (Count/weight)
Quartz: Fire-cracked rock
primary decortication
flakes of bifacial retouch
other flakes
chunks
Chert flakes of bifacial retouch
other flakes
Slate flake of bifa,cial retouch
projectile point with tip broken~ about
3cm long, corner notched
Micaceous siltstone:
flake "of bifacial retouch
Unidentified igneous rock with glassy inclusions:
primary decortication
Unidentified granular rock:
other flake
Possible quartz/quartzite:
cobble tool with battered edges
Ceramics
Sand tempered linear check stamped
Sand tempered punctate
Coarse sand tempered plain
Coarse sand tempered "stick bundle" punctate
Fine sand temper or "temperless" plain
Historic sherds~ non-diagnostic
13/118g
2/l7g
6/58
3/lg
5/12g
19/6g
4/5g
l/O.lg
1/0.2g
1/62g
1/3g
1/183g
10/88g
5/14g
13/56g
5/20g
. 4/39g
8/l0g
Post Hole 5
Lithics
Chert: flakes of bifacial retouch
other flakes
chunks
5/lg
2/2.5g
1/0.7g
100 X 100 cm Test-Unit Levell (light brown medium sand with artifacts~
0-20 cm below the surface)
'.
Lithics
Quartz: fire-cracked rock
primary decortication
flakes of bifacial retouch
other flakes
chunks
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3/17g
1/8g
4/3g
2/lg
2/6g
Chert flakes of bifacial retouch
other flakes
chunks
30/10g
5/3.5g
5.l5g
Ceramics
Sand tempered linear check stamped
Other
I piece of aromatic pinewood, about 7 cm long,
sharpened to a point at one end, beveled smqothly
at the other (probably of recent origin)
I piece of aromatic pinewood about 8 cm long,
possibly worked to a rough point a~ one end,
. broken at the other
.~
100 X 100 cm Test Unit-Level 2 (Yellow-brown fine sand with artifact
density decreasing with depth and approaching zero at 50 cm below the
surface; very pebbly; extends to 55 cm, where it yields to coarse red
clayey sand with few pebbles)
:1 ••
Lithics
Quartz:
Chert
fire-cracked
primary decortication
secondary decortication
flakes of bifacial retouch
other flakes
chunks
1 small decortication flake withrpossible
wear marks
I half, neatly split longitudinally, of a
thick, biface 2 cm long with a recurved
edge
flakes of bifacial retouch
other flakes
chunks
I biface about 2 cm X 3 cm, rectangular, .
with 3 well-worked edges
8/50g
6/l8g
2/2.5g
1/ 19
1/ 19
2/lg
1/ 19
14/4g
3/lg
2/1.5g
.
..
Other
1 fossil seed-manuport?
(after Smith 1977:21-22)
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FIGURE 6
Site }~p of 38CL29.
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~~~==~IO METERS
o TEST UNIT
• TEST UNITARTIFACTS PRODUCING
T. P. - TEST PIT (IOOomt )
TABLE 16. 38CL29: LITHIC ARTIFACTS FROM SURFACE
COLLECTION llliITS AND SHOVEL TESTS
QUARTZ CHERT RHYOLITE
~
II
0 Q.l Q.l
Q.l Q.l
p:: ~ Q.l ~ ~ Q.l ~
Q.l CII ~ Q.l CII CII .IJ CII
"d ~ n CII ~ n n 'M nQ.l J:x< n Q.l CII J:x< J:x< N - J:x<
~ n J:x< p n
.IJ
II J:x< >-. 0 J:x< >-. >-.
H >-.
CII H bO .IJ H H
CII H
H H >-. CII p Ul >-. CII CII
;j Ul CII
II Q.l H 'U 'M Q.l H H "d Q.l 'U
Q.l 0'Q.l ;j"d
I ] .IJ CII P § II Q.l CII P II P u 0 II o PQ.l .IJ .~ 0 CII ~ .~ 0 CII 0 CII ..c:: CII Q.l 0H CII II 'M p:: lH II p:: lH II p:: lH .lJlH P II
'M ~. H Q.l ..c:: p:j 'M H' Q.l p:j 'M Q.l
p:j 'M H 'M bOQ.l
Provenience 1/ J:x< gr u P-l CIl E-i J:x< p:j ::q P-l CIl J:x<
p:j CIl J:x< p:j Op:j HCIl
Collection Units:
A-2 2
A-3 8 17.0
A-4 10 22.9 1 1 1
Ln A-5 5 16.5 1 2
\0 A-6 2 8.5 1 1 1
B-1 2
B-3 1
B-4 2 .5 1
B-6 1
B 7 1
B-8 1 12.5
B-11 1
C-1 1
C-2 2 7.5 1
C-3 2 17.6 3
D-1 1 LO
D-2 3 1
D-3 1
D-5 1 9.5 1
D-7 1
D-8
General Surface 1 1 4 2 1 1 1 1
Plotted: 1 1 1 1
- -- -
TOTALS 34 113.5 2 5. 1 6 6 1 7 1 1 7 2 1 2 2 1 1
TABLE 17. 38CL29; CERAMIC ARTIFACTS FROM SURFACE
COLLECTION UNITS AND SHOVEL TESTS
Simple Split
Plain Punctate Stamped Eroded Fragment
Provenience F M C M C M M C F M· C
Collection Units:
A-3 1 1
A-4 1
A-5 1 2 1
A-7 1
B-2 1
B-5 1
B-9 1
C-2 1 1
C-3 1
D-1 1
D-2 2 1
D-3 1
D-7 2
D-10 1
General Surfo.ce: 3* 3
Plotted: 3 2 1 1
TOTALS 2 15 5 2 1 1 2 1 1 3 1
KEY: Temper Size F fine
M medium
C coarse
* rim sherd
Note: One steatite fragment found in Shovel Test
C-3.
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TABLE 18_ 38CL29: LITHIC ARTIFACTS FROM TEST PITS
QUARTZ CHERT ARGILLITE ORTHO-QTZ_
111
3 282.5
2 208.5
1 286.0
3
2 85.0
1 -
5 311. 0
artifacts
Sterile
1
2 136.0 1
1
No lithic artifacts
34 548.5 19 1308.5 2 1
Sterile
5 50.0
1 27.0
Sterile
1 11.0
1 11.5
14 229_0
5 198.5
No lithic
Sterile
6 20.5
1 1.0
Sterile
TOTALS
Level A
B
C
D
Level A
B
C
Level A
B
C
Level A
B
C
Level A
B
C
D
E
Level A
B
C
D
E
F
~(J
0 Q)
Q) Q)
P::: ~ Q) ~ ~ Q)Q) til ~ til ~
"tl {/) ~ .-I til .-I .-I tilQ) Q) til Ii-< .-I Ii-< Ii-< - .-I
~ I=l .-I Ii-< Ii-< ~(J 0 Ii-< l» l» l»
til .\-I $-I bO $-I $-I
Q) l» 0
$-I {/) l» til I=l til til .\-I $-I "tl
(J $-I $-I "tl -..-I Q) "tl "tl Q) -..-I til
Q)
I Q) § til I=l ~ (J ~ I=l I=l (J ] .-I -..-I (JQ) ! Q) -~ 0 til 0 0 til o .\-I .-I$-I $-I (J -..-I ~ 4-1 .E (J P::: (J P::: 4-1 P::: l»$-I tIlP:::/I -..-I ..c:: 0 $-I Q) ..c:: -..-I' Q) P=l Q) P=l -..-I P=l ..c:: Q) ..c::P=lt Pit Ii-< gr /I-.r. gr U U Po< tJ) E-l Ii-< P=l U tJ) Ii-< tJ) Ii-< P=l U Ii-< P:::E-l UIi-<
/12:
116 :
/11:
115 :
113:
114 :
Tes
TABLE 19. 38CL29: CERAMIC ARTIFACTS FROM TEST PITS
"'C "'C .;.I, CJ) CJ) s::
~ p.. CJ)
CJ) S "'C Sp.. til CJ) bD
@ .;.I ~ tilCJ) tr.l ~ ~
.;.I "'C ~ til ~
til CJ) CJ) ;:;:: "'Cs:: .;.I til ~ ...-l CJ) .;.I
.,..; ~ .,..; CJ) p..
""
"'C 0'"til s:: ~ ,.c
.;1 ~ 0 ...-l
...-l ::l s:: .,..; 0 ~ p..
Po< Po< H ~ tr.l t.) r:<:1 tr.l
Provenience FMC Me M M F M FM
Test Pit 111:
Level A 1 1 1
B No sherds
C No sherds
D Sterile
Test Pit 112
*Level A 1 1
B 1
C Sterile
Test Pit 113:
Level A 2
B No sherds
C Sterile
Test Pit 114:
Level A 2 1* 1 1
B No sherds
C Sterile
Test Pit 115:
oJ.
Level A l~ 1
B 3 5 1 1
C 2
D No sherds
E Sterile
Test Pit 116
Level A 8 4 1
B 1 1 4 5
C 2 2
D 1
E No sherds
F 3
-----TOTALS 1 20 12 5 3 1 1 1 2 2 2 7
.'..
KEY: Temper Size F fine, M medium, C coarse
* rim sherd
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probable hammers tone fragments and one orthoquartzite chunk. This
pit was discontinued upon completion of Level C (23-33 cm), which con-
tained no further cultural artifacts.
Test urtit number four, North 99!East 86, was excavated in the
hope of locating more post mold-like features, like those encountered
in test pit number one. This unit was also placed beneath a sterile
surface collection unit. Upon completion of Level A (0-13 cm), one
possible post mold was observed, but in troweling, it became apparent
that this was an old tree root mold. Excavation of Level C (23-33 cm)
produced no other artifacts, and excavation of this unit was discontinued.
Test pits numbers five and six were placed in the newly surveyed
right-of-way in order to assess the nature of the archeological deposits
in the area. These two units were to serve as a comparative base for
testing specific goal number two, site erosion. Excavation of test pit
number five, North 83!East 105 revealed moderate artifact concentrations
in both Level A (0-10 cm) and Level B (10-20 cm). Artifact density de-
creased significantly in Level C (20-30 cm) and in Level D (30-40cm).
Excavation of Level E~ (40-45 cm) was discontinued after five centimeters
as the soil pebble content was increasing steadily, .and this unit had
failed to recover any artifacts in the last 10 cm of excavation.
Test pit number six, designated North l19!East 99 was located
in a wooded area near the northern edge of the site. The unit was
adjacent to the western edge of shovel test A-5, which had produced a
moderately high density of quartz debitage and one quartz biface. Exca-
vation of Levels A through C (0-30 cm)revealed moderately dense lithic
and ceramic artifacts. Upon completion of Level C, a soil anomoly in
the western half of the unit became noticeable. Levels D through F
(30-60 cm) produced sparse amounts of artifacts, the majority recovered
from the eastern half. Excavation was discontined at this time, as it
was apparent that the eastern half of the unit had been disturbed signi-
ficantly in previous years. The difference in soil composition and arti-
factual densities between the two halves is probably the result of a
filled-in erosional gully occupying the eastern half of the pit.
38CL37
Site 38CL37 contains both Late Archaic !Early Woodland and Middle
Woodland cultural components. A relatively dense concentration of arti-
facts were located by shovel testing in the vicinity of station 721 during
the survey phase of this project. Moderately sloping terraces which face
Halfway Swamp Creek on the south and east characterize the probable site
-area (Fig. 7). Vegetation cover consists of mature bottomland hardwoods
with a dense vine and brush understory. No visible evidence of previous
cultivation was observed.
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FIGURE 7
Site Map of 38CL37.
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Subsurface testing during Phase I consisted of 14 shovel tests
at four meter intervals running both east to west and north to south from
station 721, which functioned as the site datum. A 50 centimeter square
test pit was, excavated to a depth of 30 em on the centerline. This 50
centimeter square test unit and 12 of the 14 shovel tests produced cul-
tural artifacts, indicating that a substantial portion of this site was
located inside the project right-of-way.
Phase II testing at site 38CL37 consisted of 19 additional shovel
tests which were designed to delimit the main site area. Sixteen of these
tests produced artifacts similar to those located during the Phase I testing.
The artifact assemblage from both phases of shovel testing are tabulated
in Tables 20 and 21.
The results of the shovel tests indicated that the main site area
extended approximately 70 meters along the surveyed right-of-way with
site edges terminating near swampy intermittent drainages which run into
Halfway Swamp Creek. A line of northwest running shovel tests indicated
that the site area extended into the right-of-way of the existing trans-
mission line in the vicinity of station 143. Cultural materials also ex-
tended southeastward from the centerline adjacent to the creek edge.
Two, one by one meter test pits were excavated at site 38CL37 to
supplement the data derived from shovel testing. A limited grid system
was established around the site datum, which was designated as North 1001
East 100. Test pit number one was accordingly assigned the coordinates
North 9l/East 122 (Fig. 5). This unit was located less than two meters
south of the stream edge on high ground in close proximity to several
~hovel tests units which had moderately dense cultural materials. Excava-
tion of this unit revealed four distinct layers (0-36 cm) of alluvial soil
which was probably the result of flood deposition in the nineteenth and
twentieth centureis (Lawrence 1963:127). ~yo circular stains extending
through this alluvial soil were noted in the southwest quadrant and are
probably the remains of>two historic, fence posts. This interpretation
is further substantiated by the presnece of several barbed wire fragments
in the levels and the presence of a standing fence post approximately-
three meters to the west. Few artifacts were recovered in levels E through
H (36-76 cm). Excavation of this unit was discontinued after Level I as
only two possible artifacts were recovered in this level.
Test unit number two, designated North 98/East 68, was located
immediately south of the surveyed centerline in close proximity to shovel
tests B-7 and B-8, which produced 11 sherd .(grog) tempered sherds that
are very uncommon in the area (Anderson, Lee and Parler 1979:96). The
high ceramic sherd density in these two units, the highest recorded during
the project, suggested a trash disposal or midden area. Level A (0-12 cm)
contained a moderate amount of artifacts. Excavation of Level B (12-22 cm)
'revealed a very dense concentration of 54 ceramic sherds. The number of
artifacts steadily declined in Levels C (22-32 em) and D (32-42 cm) while
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TABLE 20. 38CL37: LITHIC ARTIFACTS FROM TESTING PHASE
CHERT ORTHOQUARTZITE QUARTZ RHYOLITE
,.!&
(j
0 C1J C1J C1J
\-l ,.!& C1J ,.!& C1J ,.!& C1J
til ,.!& Q) til ,.!& C1J til C1J ,.!&
'0 r-l til ,.!& r-l til ,.!& r-l (j til
C1J ~ r-l til J%.t r-l til J%.t til C1J r-l
,.!& J%.t C1J r-l J%.t r-l lH I::l J%.t(j >-. ~ J%.t :>-. J%.t :>-. "rI 0til \-l bO \-l be \-l ~ +J bO
\-l til I::l .r:: :>-. til I::l :>-. til til I::l(j '0 oM C1J til \-l '0 oM \-l '0 '0 \-l OM
I I::l g (j C1J til I::l g til I::l C1J C1J gC1J 0 til ,.!& a 0 a 0 +J ~\-l (j oM ~ lH 0 oM (j OM ~ oM (j ~ lH OM ~oM C1J ~ ~ oM P. \-l C1J .r:: ~ \-l C1J ~ til .r:: ~Provenience /I J%.t gr tI.l J%.t ~ tI.l P-t tI.l E-I J%.t P-t tI.l J%.t l:d l:d E-I J%.t
TABLE 21. 38CL37: CERA}fIC ARTIFACTS FROM TESTING PHASE
"Cl
C1J
Po
S
tll "Cl
-I-l C1J
"'0 tf.l CIl -I-l
C1J CIl t:: "'0
Po ~ C1J C1J C1J
~ C,) l-l So PoC1J Po a-I-l ..c:: s tll
C1J tf.l U H l-l -I-l
-I-l ~ tf.l
tll C1J l-l C,) "'0 "'0
t:: -I-l ,...; tll ..-i <ll -I-l t:: ~ <ll
..-i C,) Po C1J l-l "'0 ..-i ..-i C,) "'0
tll t:: S t:: ,!:l 0 ,...; tll C1J 0
,...; ::l ..-i ..-i tll l-l Po ,...; ..c:: l-l
Pol Pol tf.l H ~ r::l Cf.l Pol U r::l
Provenience FMC F M M M C M C M C FMC sherd/grog
Shovel Tests:
A-6 1 2 1
A-7 2
B-5 2
B-6 2
B-7 1 1 1 6
B-8 1 1 1 1 5
B-9 1
C-4 2 2 1
D-1 1
D-2 1 4
D-3 1 1
E-1 1 -2
E-2 1 1 3
E-3 2 10
Test Pit Ill:
Level A 4 1 6
B 2 2 1 2 3 2 1
C 1 1 1 6
D 1 1
E 1 1 2 3
F 3 1 2
G 1 1
H 1
I No sherds
Test Pit 112:
Level A 2 1 2 2 1
B 4 1 6 16 1 6 2 6 12
C 2 2 4 1 2 4 3
D 2 1 1 1
E Sterile
3" 204" -- -- 2" 16 102" 11 6' 23TOTALS 1 5 2 5 7 5 1 50 23
KEY: Temper Size F fine, Mmedium, C coarse
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the pebble content and clay content of the soil rose steadily. Excava-
tion of Level E (42-48 em) revealed a compact, sterile, yellowish red
sandy clay. The testing phase of site 38CL37 ended after completion
of this level. "
38CL4l
Moderately sparse Late Archaic/Early Woodland and Middle Woodland
artifacts were found at site 38Ct4l. This site was located by shovel
testing the broad, relatively level terraces in the vicinity of station
490. The area is presently characterized" by mature mixed pine and hard-
woods which are bordered on the north and south by swampy, intermittent
tributaries of True Blue Creek.
Phase I subsurface testing consisted of nine shovel tests which
were placed at four meter intervals along the surveyed ~enterline.
Five of these tests were positive and included several flakes of bi-
facial retouch and ceramic fragments, indicating that a significant por-
tion of this site was located within the transmission line impact zone.
The testing indicated that the site was in relatively good condition
and that past disturbance, such as cultivation, apparently had a minimal
effect.
Shovel testing during Phase II was designed primarily to delimit
the linear extent of site 38CL4l and to gain additional information in
order to interpret and evaluate the site (Fig. 8). These tests were
placed at four and eight meter intervals to test for an effective tran-
sect interval discussed in the Research Design. The original north-to-
south transect was extended in both directions until non-artifact pro-
ducing areas were encountered. Four additional transects were placed
near the northern and southern edges of the line to help delimit the
site. These tests were also located near two swampy drainages under
the assumption that habitation would have been most intensive in these
areas. This assumption was partially confirmed_when the tests recovered
a greater amount of materials near the northern branch of True Blue Creek
than in the other tested areas. Thirteen of the 25, Phase II shovel tests
produced an artifact assemblage similar to the one recovered during
Phase I testing. These artifacts are tabulated in Tables 22 and 23.
Both one by one meter test units at site 38CL4l were located in the
northern half of the site as this area exhibited a greater artifactual
density. Station 490 was designated with the coordinates North 100/
East laO and a limited grid was established around this datum. Test pit
humber one was designated North l09/East 91. The pit was placed in close
proximity to shovel test C-2, which had produced the highest number of
ceramic fragments on the site. Level A (0-11 cm) consisted of yellowish
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TABLE 22. 38CL41: LITHIC ARTIFACTS FROM TESTING PHASE
CHERT QUARTZ RHYOLITE ORTHOQUARTZITE
~
CJ
0 (1J (1J
(1J
H ~ (1J ~ (1J ~. (1JIII ~ (1J III ~ III ~
'1j .-I III ~ .-I III .-I III -
(1J Ji:< .-I III Ji:< .-I (1J Ji:< .-I
~ Ji:< .-I Ji:< s:: Ji:<
CJ >.. Ji:< >.. 0 >..
III H bO H bO .\J H bO
H III s:: >.. III s:: H III III s::
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Shovel Tests:
A-13 1 18.2
...... A-17 1f-I
B-1 1 1
B-2 3 1
C-3 1 7.2 1
E-2 1
E-4 1 .7
Test Pit 111 4Level A 47.0 1 5 4 1 3 2
B 1 18.6 1 2 1 3
C
1
D Sterile
Test Pit 112:
Level A 1 1.0 1 3 1
B 1 .9
C Sterile
---
TOTALS 10 93.6 1 2 12 2 1 4 1 1 3 1 2 6
2
.'
FIGURE 8
Site Map of 38CL41 •
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ct-,
10 METERS I
TO SWAMP EDGE AI8 a
_40 METERS
TO SWAMP EDGE
TEST PIT 2. A8a
N 132-133/E 92-93
/
0i!!J~~5iiiOiiiiiiiiiiiiI0 METERS
o SHOVEL TEST
.SHOVEL TEST PRODUCING
ARTIFACTS
-,
~ LARGE
-V P1NETREE
TEST PIT I
N109-1101 E 91-92.
C2. A3•
STATION 492+661
SITE DATUM
N JODIE 100
C4 a 10 METERS TO SWAMP EDGE
TABLE 23. 38CL41: CERAMIC ARTIFACTS FROM TESTING PHASE
Linear Cord Split
Plain Check Stamped Marked Eroded Fragment
Provenience M C M C M M C M
Shovel Tests:
A-10 1 1
A-12 1
A-13 2
A-14 1
B-1 1
B-2 1
C-1 1
C-2 5 / 1
C-3 1
D-2 , 1
Test Pit fF1:
Level A No sherds
B 8 10 5 4 6
C 1
D Sterile
Test Pit 112:
Level A 1 3
B 1
C Sterile
TOTALS 14 1 4 13 5 6 3 10
KEY: Temper Size M medium
C coarse
Note: One steatite fragment found in Level A of
Test Pit /flo
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brown topsoil which exhibited faint plow scars. Excavation of Levels
B through C (11-31 cm) produced decreasing amounts of sherds and lithic
artifacts. E~cavation of this unit was discontinued upon completion
of Level D (41 cm). A non-cultural feature, probably a small mammal
borrow, was noted in Levels B through D.
Test pit number two, North 132/East 107. was situated near shovel
test B-2, which produced a relatively high density of Bycke's Bluff
chert flakes of bifacia1 retouch. Interestingly, excavation of Level
A (0-13 cm), representing the plowzone, recovered a broken bifacial tool
manufactured from this same material. Level B (13-23 cm) contained only
one fire-cracked rock and one linear check-stamped sherd in the upper
five centimeters. Level C (23-33 cm) produced no additional cultural
artifacts, and accordingly excavation was discontinued at this point.
Both test pits were then back-filled, and the field phase of the site
testing program was complete .
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INTERPRETATION OF TESTING RESULTS
This section discusses the general and specific goals which were
outlined in the Research Design:
General Goals
Five of the six general goals are discussed for each site: site
extent, stratigraphy, condition, period(s) of occupation, and types of
activities. Substantial portions of all three sites are located within
the proposed transmission line right-of-way (see Tables 28 and 30 for
more detail). Table 24 compares the distribution of the artifacts for
all three sites.
38CL29
Surface collecting and shovel testing revealed that site 38CL29
covered approximately 90 meters from the northeast to the southwest
and approximately 45 meters northwest to the southeast. Artifacts were
moderately sparse throughout the site area and were recovered up to 40
centimeters below the present ground surface in apparently undisturbed
context. A typical soil profile, as represented by test pit number one,
was a 12 centimeter thick, 10YR 4/6, dark yellowish brown, loamy sand p1ow-
zone. A 7.5 YR 6/8, reddish yellow, medium to coarse, loamy sand extended
for about 10 centimeters below this level, giving way to a 20 centimeter
or more, thick layer of coarse, lOYR 8/3, very pale brown, loamy sand con-
taining numerous pebbles which increased with depth.
The site has been moderately disturbed by cultivation as indicated
by plow scars and a minor gully formation in test unit number six. Addi-
tional disturbances include f1ora1turbation or tree root disturbance repre-
sented by the mottled soil. The possibility of the occurrence of sub-
p1owzone features and intrasite patterning of artifacts is still relatively
good, however.
A sizeable quantity of artifacts have been recovered from·the site
through two separate intensive surface collections and the excavation of
six,.. one by one meter test units. Thom's Creek Punctate sherds, which com-
prise half of- the ceramic assemblage, and one steatite vessel fragment
suggest an intensive Late Archaic occupation of the site (Table 24).
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TABLE 24. COMPARATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF ARTIFACTS
Artifacts 38CL29 38CL37 38CL41 Totals
CHIPPED STONE
Chert
Chunks 10 1 2 13
Primary flakes 3 2 5
Secondary flakes 17 4 1 22
Thinning flakes 6 2 8
FBR 78 31 9 118
Biface 2 2 2 6
Hafted biface 1 1
Spokeshave 1 1
Total 110 46 18 174
% 63% 27% 10%
Quartz
Chunks 13 5 18
.. Shatter 5 1 6
Core 1 1
Primary flakes 19 5 1 25
Secondary flakes 19 1 4 24
Thinning flakes 4 1 5
FBR 24 9 1 34
Biface 7 7
Hafted biface 1 1
Total 92 21 8 121
% 76% 17% 7%
Orthoquartzite
Chunks 4 1 5
Primary flakes 2 2
Secondary flakes 10 10
Thinning flakes 2 2
FBR 9 2 11
Biface 1 1
Total 5 24 2 31
% 16% 77% 7%
..
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TABLE 24. (cont.)
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TABLE 24.
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(cant. )
These Thom's Creek sherds were the highest number occurring at any of
the three sites. A moderately intensive Early Woodland occupation of
site 38CL29 is suggested by several Deptford Linear Check Stamped sherds
and a few simple stamped and Wilmington Cord Marked ceramic fragments.
No later Woodland or Mississippian occupation was noted.
Eight bifaces were recovered during the recent testing phase,
including four quartz, two rhyolite, one chert, and one orthoquartzite
specimens. Only two of these specimens, one quartz and the_orthoquart-
zite hafted bifaces, are temporally diagnostic. These two Morrow
Mountain-like bifaces were resharpened at least once following initial
production. The temporal assignment of this biface form has recently
become a topic of considerable interest following the recovery of simi-
lar specimens from Woodland occupations on sites in the inner Coastal
Plain near the Santee River (Keith Derting and David Anderson, personal
communication).
Two lithic materials, chert and quartz, account for 90% of all the
lithic artifacts. About half of them were manufactured from local or non-
local cherts. Seventy-eight chert flakes of bifacial retouch were re-
covered, but only two chert bifaces were located, indicating a high rate
of artifact curation. A wide range of quartz debitage was recovered, in-
dicating that essentially all stages of quartz biface manufacture occurred
at the site. Seven quartz bifaces were also present. The quantity and
range of quartz artifacts suggest a local origin for this raw material.
Nearby drainages may have supplied this material in cobble form for on-site
use.
That locally occurring quartz was probably being worked is further
substantiated by the presence of 27 probable hammerstone fragments. The na-
ture of this unusually high density of hammerstones is uncertain, but
it is noted that only seven hammerstones were found at both sites 38CL37
and 38CL4l. While several of these hammers tone fragments were fire-
cracked, no obvious hearth traits such as charcoal fragments, charred
organic remains, or other artifact concentrations were noted in the
area (see Michie 1980:198-199 for a discussion concerning the ambiguity
between fire-cracked rocks and hammerstones).
Only four orthoquartzite chunks were recovered, suggesting extremely
limited use of this materials at the site. Use of nonlocal materials appears
to have been minimal. For example, use of Piedmont or Fall Line lithic
sources was very minimal since only six rhyolite artifacts (including two
bifaces) and only two argillite artifacts were recorded. Seven chalcedony
flakes of bifacia1 retouch were recovered. All seven were recovered from
Level B of test pit number two and were not found elsewhere during the
entire testing program. The association of Thom's Creek ceramic fragments
in this unit may indicate a Late Archaic origin for this material. The
source of this material is uncertain, but similar flakes have been reported
in the Fall Line zone of South Carolina at site 38LX 214 (Harmon 1980),
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38LX50 (AI Goodyear, personal communication), and 38RD158 (Brooks and
Scurry 1980:24-25).
All three sites, 38CL37, 38CL4l, and 38CL29, were presumably
habitation rather than extractive loci. The density of later stage
reduction lithic debris, numerous pottery fragments, and fire-cracked
rock at site 38CL29 are considered reliable indicators of habitation,
with perhaps a more intensive occupation during the Late Archaic period.
38CL37
Subsurface testing at site 38CL37 revealed buried ceramic and
lithic artifacts covering a linear area of at least 80 meters east
to west and approximately 35 meters north to south. Densely concentrated
artifacts were found throughout this area, starting at the ground surface
and extending approximately 76 centimeters in depth. Excavation of the
two, one by one meter test units revealed mixed alluvial soils overlying
sandy loam. While artifacts in the alluvial levels were of limited inter-
pretive value because of their disturbed situation, many areas of the site
have been effectively protected by these alluvial soils.
The fine, silty, 10YR 4/3 brown soils, which resulted from both
seasonal flooding and colluvial deposition, varied from 36 centimeters
of thickness in test unit one (which was closer to the stream edge) to
10 centimeters of thickness in test unit two. A fine, silty, mottled
lOYR 6/2 light brownish gray loam and 10YR 7/2 light gray loam were found
underlying these alluvial soils. This loam extended for approximately 25
to 30 centimeters, under which was found a compact, pebbly, mottled 7.5
YR 7/8 reddish yellow and 7.5 YR 5/8 yellowish red, sandy clay which was
devoid of cultural artifacts.
Floralturbation has resulted from tree falls and faunalturbation
was observed in animal burrows, primarily earthworm tunnels and crayfish
hills. These disturbances are responsible for the soil mottling. Evi-
dence of previous agricultural cultivation, in the form of plow scars,
was lacking. The site is presently in very good condition and may be
stratigraphically intact as ceramic and point types were generally found
in their assumed sequence.
This site was apparently occupied during the Late Archaic, Early
Woodland, and later Woodland and Mississippian periods as suggested by
the site's ceramic assemblage. Ceramic interpretations were emphasized
as the ceramic sequence in the interior Coastal Plain is understood more
fully than projectile point typologies. The Late Archaic occupation is
denoted by one Stalling's Island sherd, nine Thom's Creek ceramic frag-
ments, and two steatite fragments. A relatively intensive Early Woodland
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occupation at site 38CL37 is implied by the presence of 24 Deptford
Linear Check Stamped sherds, five Deptford Simple Stamped sherds, and
14 Cape Fear Fabric Impressed sherds. Many of the Linear Check Stamped
sherds were decorated on both the exterior and interior surfaces.
Anderson and oth~rs (1979:78) note that the temporal range of fabric
impressed ceramic assemblages is poorly understood and that most re-
searchers agree that this decorative technique probably has a relatively
long temporal range. Site 38CL37 was the only site with this component.
Cord Marked wares were absent at this site, although they were located
at sites 38CL29 and 38CL4l.
Later Woodland and Mississippian period occupations are indicated
by the presence of 28 Wilmington sherd (grog) tempered fragments and one
Cuvilinear Complicated Stamped sherd (Chicora ?). Six of the sherd
tempered pottery fragments exhibited a check stamped design. The occur-
rence of sherd tempered pottery in the interior Coastal Plain is very
unusual as it is rarely found outside the coastal region in areas south
of the Santee River (Anderson, Lee and Parler 1979:96). Additionally,
the check stamped design complicates the issue as cordmarking is assumed
to be the most common decorative technique used in Wilminton pottery
(Hanson and Brooks 1978:19). The presence of a Savannah-like check
stamp on these sherds is consistent with the observations of Caldwell
1951:317), who suggested that these wares were indicative of a transi-
tional stage from Wilmington sherd tempered pottery to Savannah sand
or grit tempered sherds. The fabric impressed ceramics may also be
attributed to this later prehistoric period although only one sherd
was located. It was found in test unit two where the majority of the
sherd tempered wares was found,' suggesting a-transitional range for
this ceramic type. The presence of the three ware types at the site
indicates its uniqueness and emphasizes the lack of knowledge concerning
the occurrence of these wares in the upper and middle Coastal Plain.
One Morrow Mountain-like biface of Fault Breccia was recovered
during the survey phase. This point type is similar to those recovered
at 38CL29 which may be attributed to a Late Archaic/Early Woodland
transition. Two triangular projectile points were recovered from the
Band C levels of test unit two. These points are similar to the Caraway
triangular points initially described by Coe (1964:49). Anderson and
others (1979:41) attribute this isoceles triangle point form to the
later Woodland or Mississippian temporal period.
The majority of lithic artifacts from 38CL37 is nontemporally
diagnostic, primarily waste flakes which resulted from the various stages
of tool manufacture and use. Chert accounts for 38% of all lithic arti-
facts, the majority occurring as flakes of bifacial _ retouch-.
One chert spokeshave was also recovered.· Orthoquartzite is the second
most common raw material found at the site. The presence of a wide range
of- f1.ake types and numerous chunks suggest that' locally occurring ortho-
quartzite ,vas being used. Outcroppings of this material are known
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to occur within the county (Lawrence 1963:111). Quartz was the third
most frequently used lihtic source. Four hammerstone fragments are
also included. Rhyolite comprises almost 15% of all lithic artifacts
and was probably obtained from a Piedmont or Fall Line location as
no known outcroppings occur in the project area. In addition, all rhyo-
lite artifacts were either thinning flakes or flakes of bifacial retouch
which suggests a high degree of artifact curation and, thus, importation.
Jasper and Fault Breccia materials which were located during the survey
were not recorded elsewhere in the project area. They are probably of
nonlocal origin. The two Jasper specimens were flakes of bifacial
retouch.
Numerous activities occurred at site 38CL37. The many ceramic
fragments probably reflect various phases of food preparation or storage.
A wide range of lithic artifacts was recovered. The majority of flakes
generally resulted from later stage tool reduction or resharpening; the
spokeshave was presumably used for shaping wood or bone spear and arrow
shafts (Schiffer and House 1975:63); and the hammerstone fragments were
probably used in tool production. The site was apparently used for
habitation as opposed to the exploitation of raw materials as the arti-
fact assemblage is consistent with models of habitation sites from
other areas of the state (House and Ballenger 1976:81-82, Ferguson 1976:
8-9, Harmon 1980:20-21). The artifact assemblage further suggests that
similar activities occurred during all periods of occupation, although
this suggestion is admittedly tenuous given the limited knowledge of
the site and the general study area.
38CL4l
Sparsely scattered Late Archaic and Early Woodland artifacts were
located in an area roughly 105 meters northeast to southwest by 35 meters
west southwest to east northeast. The materials extend to a depth of
30 centimeters below the surface. The soil stratigraphy is characterized
by approximatelY 11 centimeters of fine,.. yellowish brown 10YR 5/4,
loamy sand which grades into a mottled, 10YR 6/6 brownish yellow and
10YR 8/3 very pale brown, loamy sand. At approximately 30 centimeters
below the ground surface, a 5YR 5/8 yellowish red, loamy sand was en-
countered which contained very few cultural artifacts.
Site deposits have been subjected to minimal disturbances which
include floralturbation as noted by root mottling and faunalturbation
as noted by a small animal burrow outlined in test unit number one. Plow
scars were observed in both test units and probably indicate cultivation
prior to forestation of the area at least 50 years ago. As these impacts
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appear to have been minimal, intrasite patterning of artifacts have
probably not been significantly altered. Unfortunately, the limited
number of ceramic sherds recovered from the two test units did not
reveal any obv~ous cultural stratigraphy.
\
The sparse nature of the artifact assemblage at 38CL41, as opposed
to sites 38CL37 and 38CL29, may be due to a greater available landform
suitable for habitation which resulted in the dispersion of cultural
materials. Otherwise, more intensive or more frequent occupations oc-
cured at sites 38CL37 and 38CL29 which resulted in a higher artifact
accumulation. Although the small number of artifacts at site 38CL41
limits interpretations about the types of activities occurring on the
site, the artifact assemblages appear to be similar to those encountered
at sites 38CL37 and 38CL29.
Late Archaic occupation at this site was apparently limited as only
one Thom's Creek style decorated sherd and one steatite fragment were
recorded. Twenty-five Deptford Linear Check Stamped sherds were noted,
suggesting a fairly intensive Early Woodland occupation, at least relative
to the other tested areas. The density of linear check stamped pottery
was approximately 50% greater than that recorded for sites 38CL37 and
38CL29. One Deptford Check Stamped sherd and five Wilmington Cord Marked
ceramic fragments further denote the Early Woodland occupation. No later
Woodland or Mississippian period wares were located at this site.
A single broken chert biface was recovered ,from Level A of test
unit number two. Breakage patterns and the extremely poor quality of
this particular specimen suggest that it may have broken prior to comple-
tion and been discarded before use (Keith Derting, personal communication).
Chert artifacts comprised over half of all the lithic artifacts. This
density of chert, as opposed to other lithic raw materials, was substan-
tially higher than at the other two sites. A significant number of the
chert pieces appears to be physically similar to the Bycke's Bluff chert
from site 38CL37. Unfortunately, the present knowledge of chert source
areas and their associated attributes in the Carolina Coastal Plain is
limited. Only qualitative distinctions can be made at this time. Quartz
was the second most frequently occurring raw material; There was a
fairly even distribution of flakes from various -stages of tool manufacture
and maintenance. Three quartz hammerstone fragments are included. Four
rhyolite later stage reduction flakes and two orthoquartzite flakes of
bifacial retouch complete the inventory.
Shovel testing results at this site indicate that the occupation
was more intensive near the two drainages which border the northern
and southern edges of the site. That Late Archaic and Early Woodland
occupations appear to have been for purposes of habitation is documented
by the relatively wide range of lithic materials which exhibits late
stages of manufacture and maintenance.
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Specific Goals
The speci~ic goals involved testing the relationship of surface
to subsurface materials, assessing erosional disturbances, and deter-
mining the effectiveness of shovel testing at sites 38CL29 and 38CL41.
1) Relationship of Surface !£ Subsurface Materials
The first of the three specific goals discussed in this section
concerns the reliability of the surface artifact assemblage in deter-
mining the nature of the subsurface artifact assemblage at a given
site. Testing of this problem occu.rred at site'38CL29 where four, one
by one meter test pits were placed beneath surface collection units.
Artifact density ranged from 0 to 7 artifacts per unit with an average
of 1.3. Rather than selecting the highest density units, an average unit
of two artifacts was initally selected. High density surface areas usu-
ally yielded high artifact concentrations below the surface, but information
concerning other units which have slighter surface expressions has not
been gathered. Factors such as erosion, surface collecting by amateurs
and professionals, and even the "tip of the iceb~rg" effect should be
taken into account. Two units were opened adjacent to the first and
a third, approximately three meters away.
Admittedly, the results of this testing are too limited in scale
to infer any definite relationship concerning densities. Even though
two of the three contiguous units displayed no surface artifacts, they
exhibited the greatest number of subsurface materials. The density of
artifacts seems to decrease in a southwester~y direction. A quantita-
tive surface to subsurface artifact comparison is given in Table 25
for illustrative purposes only •. The 'nine units represented by two
sites, one in the Piedmont and on~ in the upper Coastal Plain, are
very small steps toward the quantification of any surface to subsurface
relationship.
A general comparison of the surface to subsurface assemblages
is quite interesting. Table 26 lists all the prehistoric artifacts
recovered by both testing methods. The results of the general surface
collection are listed on a presence-absence basis. Materials derived
from general surface collections are frequently biased. The controlled
surface collections were conducted on "hands and knees" to minimize
biases and enable a high artifact recovery similar to that of the
screened test unit excavations. The earlier surface collection has
obviously resulted in some data distortion because of the removal of
visible artifacts.
The surface and subsurface assemblages were noticeably similar,
although the subsurface assemblages exhibits a greater overall range
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TABLE 25. SURFACE TO SUBSURFACE ARTIFACT RATIOS
AT SITES 38CL29 AND 38YK72
Unit Number Surface Artifacts (y) Subsurface Artifacts (x)
38CL29 1
2
3
4
n = 4
2
o
o
o
~y = 2
"R ::: .023
SA = .019
R
34
24
8
23
~ x = 89
..
.
38YK72 2 2 15
7 6 10
14 1 12
24 1 11
25 0 2
n = 5 ~y =. 10 s: x = 50
/I
R = .20
Sl\ = .10R
Note: Sampling percent was .001 at 38CL29 and .002 at 38YK72
(Canouts 1980:62, Cochran 1963:31)
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TABLE 26. C011PARISON OF SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE
ARTIFACT ASSEMBLAGES AT SITE 38CL29
Q)
C)
I=l co fIl
Q) ..-144 I=l
C) l-l 0
co ...-l ...-l Q) ::l 'M
44 co Q) co C) CI1 .-,l
l-l 'M C) ..-I I=l
C)
;:l fIl ~ fIl co fIl l-l fIl Q) l-l Q)
fIl .-,l 44 Q) 44 Q) 44.-,l 44 Q) 44 Q) fIl Q) ...-l
,.0..-1 o .-,l 0 0- ~..-I o .-,l 0 0- Q) ..c: ...-l
Artifact Type ::l I=l
co » ::l I=l co » l-l .-,l 0
~=::> ~:z ~E-l CI1~ ~:z ~E-l p...ou
CHIPPED STONE
Quartz
Chunks (shatter) 2 5% 4 67% +
Primary flake 4 10%
Secondary flake /13 33% +
Thinning flake 4 10;~
FBR 9 23% 2 33% +
Core 1 3%
\ Biface 6 16~< +
Total 39 49% 6 40%
Chert
Chunks 3 14%
Secondary flake 6 29% 1 14%
FBR 12 57% 5 72% +
Biface 1 14%
Total 21 27% 7 47%
Orthoquartzite
Chunks 4 6n 1 100% +
FBR 2 25%
Biface 1 17%
Total 7 8% 1 7%
Argillite
Secondary flake 2 40%
FBR 1 20%
Biface 2 40%
-
- Total 5 6%'.
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TABLE 26. (cont.)
Q)
(J
Q)
c: <:Il en
OM ~ c:
(J l-l 0
<:Il M M
Q) ::l OM
~ <:Il Q) <:Il
(J trl .l-l
l-l OM (J OM c:
(J
::l en l-l en <:Il en l-l en
Q) l-l Q)
en .l-l ~ Q) ~ Q) ~.l-l 4-l Q) 4-l Q) enQ)M
.coM o -I-l 0 p.. l-loM o .l-l 0 0-
Q).J::M
Art.ifact Type
::l c: <:Il :>-. ::l c: N~ :>-. l-l .l-l 0trl:::J ~::E:: N~ trl:::J N~ ~ou
Rhyolite *FBR 1 100% +
Biface 1 100%
Total 1 1% 7%
Chalcedony
FBR 100% 9%
... FIRE-CRACKED ROCK 66 13 +
HAMMERSTONE 36 3 +
STEATITE 1
SHERDS
Plain
fine tempered 1 3% 1 11% +
medium tempered 22 63% 6 67% +
coarse tempered 12 34% 1 22% +
Total 35 57% 9 64%
Punctate
medium tempered 5 63% +
coarse tempered 3 37% +
Total 8 13%
Cord Marked
fine tempered 2 100% 3%
Incised
medium tempered 1 100% 2%
,.
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TABLE 26. (cont.)
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and variability. The differences may be the result of processing a
greater amount of soil in the excavation units. Only one or two centi-
meters of topsoil were tested by controlled surface collections of 28
square meters. Excavation of the four test units removed 2.4 cubic
meters of soil. In other words, the assemblage diversity increases
. as the sampling' fraction increases.
2) Site Disturbance
This section was designed to monitor the amount of erosion
which has resulted from the 1967 construction of the transmission
line at 38CL29. Two variables, pebble content and topsoil depth,
were considered. Pebbles from the six test units were counted and
weighed by level in order to compute an index of pebble density.
This method was based on an assumption that the pebble density
and probably size would increase with depth in undisturbed areas.
Units in the existing right-of-way should exhibit a relatively greater
pebble density per level, if the site has been more recently disturbed.
The depth of the topsoil was also recorded and compared as it was
assumed that units in the new right-of-way would have a thicker layer
due to the lesser degree of recent disturbances.
Table 27 lists and compares the pebble densities of the six
test units. In studying this table, it is apparent that the pebble
density did generally increase with depth, but the average size of
the pebbles did not. The pebbles in the lower levels of these units
displayed a wide range of sizes, from less than a quarter inch to more
than four inches in diameter.
While it was thought that pebble density should be greatest in
the units within the existing right-of-way, because erosion generally
deflates soil profiles, leaving larger materials nearer the surface,
this effect was observed only in units two and three. The same
effect was also observed in the newly surveyed right-of-way, which
is probably due to the erosional gully occurring in test pit six.
Finer distinctions, as monitored by the pebbles, are not apparent.
The pebbles have probably been mixed bycultivat10n and land clearing
activities. The depth of the plowzone was greater in the test pits
off the existing right-of-way, which may indicate soil deflation since
the areas were last cultivated together.
3) !teliability of Shove~ Testing
This specific goal is concerned with the reliability and usefulness
of shovel testing in site interpretations. Two of the four variables
discussed in the Research Design, unit size and testing unit interval,
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were tested at 38CL29 and 38CL4l.
Based upon the excavation of 11 post holes, 38CL29 was originally
defined inside the existing right-of-way (Smith 1977:20). During the
testing program, seven, 25 centimeter square shovel tests were excavated
from the centerline, extending into the 30-foot right-of-way addition.
Five of these tests were positive which indicated that the site occupied
almost a~ additional 10 meters perpendicular to the centerline. The
site boundaries may even extend outside of this area as time constraints
restricted further testing. The last test on the northeast line was
positive. As expected, the 10 cm in diameter post holes, excavated at
widely spaced intervals, do not accurately define the boundaries of
sparse to moderately sparse archeological deposits.
The testing interval was monitored primarily at site 38CL4l.
The site was located during the recent survey, but time constraints
resulting from inclement weather did not permit location of the site
boundaries at that time. Units spaced four meters apart were quite
successful in determining the spatial extent of site 38CL29 and 38CL37.
Site 38CL4l is totally wooded and the occurrence of a large area of
relatively level and dry terrain suitable for habitation suggested
that the site could be quite large. The testing interval was expanded
to eight meters. The accuracy of the larger testing interval was moni-
tered by several lines of tests at four meter intervals (Fig. 8).
This more closely spaced testing allowed for recovery of materials
missed by the larger, eight meter intervals.
Shovel test results indicated that the site occupied an area of
about 3,500 square meters. Main and spur lines were discontinued after
two negative shovel tests on the eight meter interval sections and one
negative shovel test on the four meter interval. The results proved
similar.
Thus, larger test units are more effective than smaller test
units in preliminary determinations of site extent. The 25 centimeter
square appears to be an effective size: larger units will generally
consume more time and labor and would be less effective in providing
the same results. Interrelated with the variable of unit size is the
variable of testing unit interval. Although 25 centimeter square test
units are effective at relatively close intervals, their effectiveness
may lessen as the interval increases. The testing at site 38CL4l
suggests that eight meter intervals are sufficiently close enough to
determine site extent. However, when shovel testing at larger inter-
vals more negative tests are required before terminating the transect.
Of course, the effectiveness of shovel testing should be assessed on
sites where more extensive excavations are undertaken to establish
site boundaries.
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PART III. MANAGEMENT SUMMARY
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The South Carolina Electric and Gas Company plans to reroute portions
of its proposed Wateree-Orangeburg 230 kV transmission line. The originally
proposed route, designed to integrate an existing 115 kV transmission line
corridor, was surveyed by Marion Smith (1977). He located four archeologi-
cal sites, one of which was recommended for further investigation if affected
by proposed construction activities. At the request of company representa-
tives, the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology, University of South
Carolina conducted a survey of the realignment and a testing program for
38CL29, which was expanded to include sites 38CL17 and 38CL41 found during
the survey.
Michael A. Harmon, Research Assistant with the Institute, and his
field assistant, Stephen P. Keane, surveyed the proposed realignment from
May 14 through May 16 and from May 20 through May 22, 1980. Rerouting a
four-mile section near Orangeburg involved switching the centerline from
the west side to the east side of the right-of-way. A 60-foot transect,
which did not fall within the original survey corridor, was surveyed. The
new route, 100 feet wide and seven miles long, was surveyed east of St.
Matthews. Approximately equal proportions of cultivated and wooded areas
were encountered. Shovel tests, 15 to 20 meters apart, were placed in areas
of low surface visibility. The two man survey team completed the survey in
12 person days; survey coverage averaged just under one linear mile per
person day or about 9.5 acres per person day.
Eight archeological sites and four isolated find spots were recorded
(Table 28, Fig. 9). The high ratio of historic sites and sites with his-
toric components appears to represent late nineteenth/early twentieth cen-
tury occupation in the area, probably by share-cropper or tenant farmers.
Evidence of this economic pattern is quickly fading from South Carolina's
landscape. Recent interest on the part of folklorists has resulted in
documented research using informants; historic, architectural building
surveys; photographs; and other archival data. Archeologists can add sig-
nificant contributions concerning the possible behavioral implications of
the material culture associated with this socio-economic group. Except at
a very general level of artifact patterning, such sites have not been ad-
dressed in terms of specific questions and thus, their research potential
is difficult to assess archeo10gica11y.
No further archeological investigations are recommended for these
historic sites for several reasons. The sites have been systematically
collected and recorded in the South Carolina Statewide Archeological In-
ventory files maintained by the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology.
There is also a small amount of literature on the subject, and standing
structures are available for observation and comparison. Although the
historic materials appear to be in better condition and show a higher fre-
quency than their prehistoric counterparts, they, too, are subiect to dis-
turbance and information loss. Three of the sites have already been af-
fected by the existing 115 kV transmission line: 380R89; 380R90; and
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FIGURE 9
Archeological Sites Located on the Proposed
Wateree-Orangeburg 230 kV Transmission Line •
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TABLE 28. SITE DESCRIPTIONS
380R89
Description: Sparsely scattered prehistoric and historic
artifacts were located by surfac~ inspection
of a broad, flat hilltop in a cultivated field
just north of county road 5-38-906. The pre-
historic artifacts are indicative of a Wood-
land period occupation that was probably con-
cerned with some type of extractive activity
such as hunting and butchering. The 19th
through 20th century ceramic and glass frag-
ments and numerous brick fragments are probably
the remains of a line of small homes. The site
is presently in good condition.
Area: 330 m N-S by 75 m E-W
Relation to Project: Site is located between existing
stations 21 and 269 and bet:'t~een
newly surveyed stations 1303+76
and 1322+55.5. Map Sheet 24.
380R90
Description: The bulldozed remains of a late 19th through
middle 20th century home place were located
by surface inspection ofa ridge top" in a
presently cultivated field. 'rhitewarecera-
mics and non machine-made as well as machine-
made glass fragments were located amongst
numerous whole and broken bricks. These
artifacts and a well depression in the ex-
isting right-of-way suggest that the site
is the remains of a proba.ble share-c.ropper!
tenant farmer home. This site is presently
in fair condition.
Area: A burned, stained area ca. 50 m by 30 m ad-
jacent to a mound of architectural debris,
ca. 40.m by 15 m
Relation to Project: Site is immediately south of existing
station 266 and betweeen surveyed
stations 1275 through 1278. Map
Sheet 24 •
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38CL35
TABLE 28; (cont.)
Description: This site is denoted by a sparse surface scatter.
of whiteware ceramic fragments as well as non
machine-made and machine-made glass fragments in
an uncultivated field approximately 20 m north
of county road S-9-43. An unnamed tributary of
Halfway Swamp Creek is approximately 40 m north
of the site area, which is characterized by·gent-
ly sloping terraces and volunteer cultivars and
weeds. These artifacts suggest this area was
once the location of a late 19th through early
20th century homesite. The site is presently in
fair condition.
Area: 30 m in diameter
Relation to Project: Existing station 131 is in the approxi-
mate center of the site~ as is newly
surveyed station 779+76. Nap Sheet 15.
38CL36
Description: Site 38CL36 is denoted by a moderately dense
surface scatter of whiteware ceramic fragments,
non machine-made and machine-made glass frag-
ments, and numerous broken bricks. These ma-
terials were found by inspection of a cotton
field north of county road S-9-43. Several dis-
tinct artifact loci were located along a broad
hilltop and associated side slopes in this field.
The several loci im~ly the location of several
middle 19th through early 20th century homes
which may relate to the share-cropper/tenant
farmer period. The site is presently in fair
condition.
Area: 200 m N-S by 50 m E-W
Relation to Project: Site is located between newly surveyed
stations 765+85 and 774+31. Map Sheet
14 and 15.
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38CL37
TABLE 28. (cont. )
..
Description: Moderately dense Late Archaic/Early Woodland
and Woodland period lithic and ceramic artifacts
were located by shovel testing a moderately
sloping terrace overlooking Halfway Swamp Creek.
Dense, mature bottomland vegetat~on and under-
growth cover the site. The high density of/later
stage reduction flakes and flakes of bifacial re-
duction plus the ceramics imply that this area
may have served as a habitation area. The site
is presently in very good condition and does not
appear to have been cultivated.
Area: 45 m N-S by 90 m E-\-l'
Relation to Project: " The site is located between newly sur-
veyed stations 720+00 and 723+00.
Map Sheet 14.
38CL39
Description: A moderately dense surface scatter of non
machine-made and machine-made glass fragments,
whiteware ceramic sherds, and numerous small
brick fragments were located on a hilltop and
side slopes in a corn field. These artifacts
suggest that a late 19th through early 20th
century home once existed in the area. Culti-
vation has apparently obliterated any architec-
tural features. The site is presently ~n fair
condition.
Area: 100 m N-S by 50 m E-W
Relation to Project: The site is located between newly sur-
veyed stations 699 and 700. }mp Sheet
13.
38CL40
Description: Sparsely scattered Late Archaic lithic fragments
and late 19th century non machine-made glass
fragments were located by surface inspection of
a cultivated field immediately south of county
road S-9-329. A worn Otarre projectile point,
one broken biface, several flakes, and a probable
Ifl3
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TABLE2B. (cont.)
steatite fragment imply short-t~rm habitation
with associated extractive activities of un-
known function. The site is presently in fair
condition.
Area: 75 m in diamter
...
I
Relation to Project: Site is located on the eastern boundary
of the right-of-way beD.een newly surveyed
stations 567+60 and 572. l-Iap Sheet 11.
38CL41
Description: Late Archaic/Early Woodland and Woodland period
artifacts were located by shovel testing rela-
tively level terraces bounded on the north and
south by swampy branches of True Blue Creek
Moderately dense bottomland vegetation, mature
pines, and hardwoods suggest this area has not
been disturbed significatly for at least 50
years. The flake~ of bifacial retouch and later
stage manufacturing debris with both check
stamped and puctate decorated pottery imply
intensive habitation. The site is presently in
very good condition.
Area: 120 m N-S by 50 m E-W
1
.
Relation to Project: Site is located between newly surveyed
stations 488+27 and 492+66. Map Sheet 9.
1")4
..
38CL35. It is expected that their rate of attrition will increase through
time and that future recommendations will change to reflect their developing
social and scientific status.
Three prehistoric sites and an isolated find were located by the
surveyors. No further archeological testing was indicated for 38CL40 be-
cause of its limited expression. The systematic collection and recorded
site data provide adequate reference materials. However, this was not the
case for sites 38CL37 and 38CL41. Both sites were located by shovel testing
in dense, mature bottomland vegetation. Because of the high number of posi-
tive shovel tests, further test excavations were indicated in order to es-
tablish more fully the nature and extent of these sites.
The testing program designed for 38CL29 incorporated two sampling
stages: 1) a controlled surface collection; and 2) subsurface test exca-
vations. The Institute recommended to South Carolina Electric and Gas
that less work be done on 38CL29 in order to accommodate limited test
excavations at 38CL37 and 38CL41. Michael A. Harmon, assisted by William
Monteith, spent 11 field days between June 16 and July 8, 1980, testing
these three sites (Table 29).
Testing results indicate that the sites contain relatively intact
cultural deposits which have substantial interpretive potential for the
archeologist. Site 38CL29 has been affected by the existing 115 kV trans-
mission line, and both it and 38CL41 have been cultivated in the past;
but the effects of these disturbances appear minimal. Site 38CL37 does
not appear to have been cultivated and is partially protected by a thin
layer of alluvial soil covering most of the site.
All three sites have components relating to the tate Archaic/Early
Woodland transition period, identified by Thom's Creek ceramics, and over-
lapping with the later Woodland period, characterized by check-stamped
pottery. These sites could help resolve the confusion surrounding the
local cultural sequence referenced by Smith (1977:15). They could also
help clarify the adaptive strategies employed by these prehistoric groups.
Unlike 38CL29, which is located on a well-drained hilltop, sites 38CL37
and 38CL41 are located adjacent to small, swampy drainages, a difference
which suggests different exploitative activities_.
The Institute recommends that, if possible, all three sites be avoided
by pole structures. Site boundaries should be flagged and the areas avoided
as much as possible during construction activities. Sites 38CL37 and 38CL41
present special problems. The very vegetation which now protects them may
have to be cleared. In that case, stump uprooting would destroy any site
integrity. Above ground mechanical clearing would be preferable.
In the event that all three sites would be severely impacted when the
final design is completed, the Institute recommends that the adverse effects
on at least one site be mitigated by a'block excavation program. Of the
three, 38CL29 probably has been the most disturbed, 38CL37 is probably the
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Site
'38CL29
38CL37
38CL4l
TABLE 29. ARCHEOLOGICAL TESTING PROGRAl1
'Excavations'
291 x 1 m surface collection
units
9 25 cm2 shovel tests
6 1 x 1 m test squares;
, maximum depth: 59 em BD
General surface collection
Contour mapping
32 25 cm2 shovel tests
1 50 cm2 test square (30
cm BS) ,
21 x 1 m test squares;
maximum depth: 81 em BD
(36 'em alluvium)
32 2S cm2 shovel tests
2 1 x 1 m test squares;
maximum depth: 41 cm BD
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most contained and deeply buried, and 38CL4l, a little more extensive,
probably has a greater likelihood for exhibiting intra-site artifact
patterning.
To summarize, the prehistoric and even the historic sites have the
potential to contribute important information in the context of appropriate
scientific problem domains. Thus, they are potentially eligible for the
National Register of Historic Places. If the archeological recommendations
presented in Table 30 can be followed, then archeological clearance is recom-
mended for the proposed 230 kV Wateree-Orangeburg transmission line.
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380R89
380R90
TABLE 30. ARCHEOLOGICAL RECOMMENDATIONS
No further work recommended.
No further work recommended.
38CL27 (Smith 1977:24)
38CL28 (Smith 1977:24)
*38CL29 (Smith 1977:24-25)
38CL35
38CL36
*38CL37
38CL39
38CL40
*38CL4l
38RD155 (Smith 1977:25)
Site has been avoided by
rerouting the line.
Site has been avoided by
rerouting the line.
Avoid on-site tower placement,
if possible.
No further work recommended.
No further work recommended.
Avoid on-site tower placement
and subsurface clearing acti-
vities, if possible.
No further work recommended.
No further work recommended.
Avoid on-site tower placement
and subsurface clearing acti-
vities, if possible.
No further work recommended.
•
•
.~
* It now appears that at least one site, 38CL4l, may be
affected by a proposed tower location (Richard Thomas, personal
communication). No further work is recommended at this time,
but if all three sites are adversely affected by the final
design or construction plans, a mitigative program of study is
recommended •
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